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WHAT’S
YOUR IT?
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Go from hopeful
to hotel!
Whatever it is…
Altoona: 515.967.7283
Johnston: 515.727.4484
West Des Moines: 515.225.0710
www.bankiowa.bank/letsmakeithappen

LET’S MAKE
IT HAPPEN!

Tassel Ridge® Iowa Wines…

Iowa Sabrevois—is a dry red with bold aromas of spices and
leather on the nose followed by blackberry and plum notes with
hints of baking spice, smoke, and licorice on the palate. Made from
Sabrevois grapes grown in our Iowa vineyards, Iowa Sabrevois pairs
well with grilled meat.
Iowa In the Dark—is a dry red with light, fresh flavors. First
impressions are tangy acid followed by black cherry fading to plum,
a dry mid-palate, and a long, pleasing finish. Made from Marquette,
St. Croix, Petite Pearl, and Steuben grapes grown in Iowa, it’s a
versatile wine that pairs well with grilled meat and spicy foods.

Iowa Reserve Marquette—is a dry red with bright cherry notes
and hints of baking spice on the nose and palate followed by a long,
moderately acidic finish. Made from Marquette grapes grown in our
Iowa vineyards, Iowa Reserve Marquette pairs well with Mexican
dishes and Spicy Asian stir-fries.
Iowa Harvest Red—is a dry red with plum and black cherry

aromas and notes on the palate along with nice acid followed by
a long, complex finish. Made from Marquette and Marechal Foch
grapes grown in our Iowa vineyards, Iowa Harvest Red will pair
nicely with pizza, pasta dishes, and steaks.

Tassel Ridge wines are sold at over 400 retailers in Iowa. For a list, visit www.tasselridge.com/retail.
Or, Tassel Ridge can ship wine directly to you in Iowa, Arizona, California, Colorado, DC, Florida, Minnesota, Missouri, and Texas. Call the
Winery at 641.672.WINE (9463) to place your order. Adult signature required for receipt of wine. Visit www.tasselridge.com or our Facebook
page or call the Winery at 641.672.WINE (9463) for updates on hours, Wine Tasting, and Wine & Food Events.

The Wines of Tassel Ridge®…Simply Extraordinary®
Leighton, IA • www.tasselridge.com

Shopping with us is like
a drive in the park.

3175 SE Delaware Ave.
Ankeny, IA 50021

12103 Hickman Rd.
Urbandale, IA 50323

See your local dealer for details.

2412 N Jefferson Way
Indianola, IA 50125

Live your best life.
We all want to live our best life. That’s why MercyOne offers compassionate,
personalized care. We are one team of experts providing easy and
convenient access to the care you need to live your life well.

Schedule an appointment at MercyOne.org.

Your best life. Our one purpose.
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Duane Tinkey shot the photo of
this drink—called Kitten Mittens—
at Django downtown. It’s an
original cocktail crafted by
bartenders Nate Evans and Todd
Martin with Aperol, Hendrick’s gin,
Sauternes and Champagne. Some
eateries participating in this year’s
Restaurant Week (Aug. 19-28) will
offer specialty cocktails for an
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PLACE YOUR ORDERS
With 33 eateries participating in
this year’s Restaurant Week,

additional fee. See the special
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This page: Jo Allen seeks to uplift
those in the LGBTQ community
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status quo.
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Get Ready for a

Retirement Journey
of a Lifetime

This is a trip that takes some
serious planning. When to elect
Social Security and Medicare,
turning your retirement savings
into retirement income, saving
money on taxes, plus a plan
for long-term care and leaving
a meaningful legacy should
all be part of your retirement
roadmap. Merkle Retirement
Planning is excited to offer a
retirement workshop completely
complimentary so you can have
the retirement you’ve worked
a lifetime for.

SCAN HERE

to register for one of our
upcoming online workshops

We are an independent financial services firm helping individuals create retirement strategies using a variety of investment and insurance
products to custom suit their needs and objectives. The content and examples shared are for informational purposes only and should not be
construed as investment advice or serve as the sole basis for making financial decisions. Individuals are encouraged to consult with a qualified
professional before making any decisions about their personal financial situation. Our firm is not permitted to of
offer legal advice. Investment
Advisory Services offered through Elite Retirement planning, LLC. Insurance Services offered through MRP Insurance,
LLC.
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PHOTOGRAPHER: BEN EASTER
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Natalie Morrow makes
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See page 42.
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Tanner Kading.

EXTRAORDINARY HOMES DESERVE
EXTRAORDINARY PARTNERS

Custom homebuilder Unique Homes crafts quality homes featuring stylish
selections and distinctive finishes, including appliances from Warners’ Stellian.
From selection of the best brands and prices alongside our smart associates to
professional installation by our trusted specialists, Warners’ Stellian delivers
appliances that perfectly complement your clients’ desires.

WEST DES MOINES
ANKENY
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The Marjorie McNeely
Conservatory at Como Park in
St. Paul includes a sunken
garden (pictured) as well as an
orchid house, fern room and
more. See story, page 58.
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IT’S NOT
ALWAYS
ABOUT
MONEY.
IT IS
ALWAYS
ABOUT

TIME.

For commission-free financial advice—retirement,
estate planning analysis, charitable giving, and more—
talk to the people who listen first, then craft a custom
plan just for you. Helping you enjoy life now and in the
future. Discover the joy of being Truly Cared For.®

Get a complimentary One-Hour Second-look portfolio review.

866-561-8865 | fostergrp.com/dsm
PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION at www.fostergrp.com/disclosures. A copy of our written disclosure Brochure as set forth on Part2A of Form
ADV is available at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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“I THOUGHT,
‘WHO ARE THE
FOLKS WHO
WOULD FIGHT
FOR PEOPLE
LIKE US?’”
Hip-hop artist Andre Davis on what led him to activism. See story, page 104.
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“Amplify Your Life
isn’t just our
tagline, it’s our
way of thinking.”
- TODD MAAS, OWNER

Nearly 75 Years and Three
Generations of Family-Owned
Dedication & Reliability
Our unique set of values are the foundation of
Woodard Hearing Centers. They are the driving force
behind all of our decisions and how we diagnose and
treat each and every patient.
Woodard’s clinical staff of highly trained Doctors of
Audiology and hearing specialists find the best
solution for their patient’s individual needs and lifestyle.

During this time of concern, our
primary objective is the well-being and
health of our patients and providers.

We’ve been available to our patients for nearly
75 years – and we’ll continue to be here when you
need us most.
When you choose Woodard Hearing Centers you can
trust in knowing you will receive the highest quality
of care, personalized service, valuable products and
solutions to help you Amplify Your Life.

DSM AREA LOCATION: ROCKLYN OFFICE PARK, BUILDING 3 | 2328 ROCKLYN DRIVE IN URBANDALE
ADEL CHARITON GREENFIELD GRINNELL GUTHRIE CENTER INDIANOLA KNOXVILLE PERRY WINTERSET
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Starting in early August, find Restaurant
Week menus at dsmrestaurantweek.com,
and share your dining highlights with the
hashtag #dsmrw22. Pictured: Proof is one of
the 33 restaurants participating this year.

DSMDIGITAL
Help us stay connected with you by joining our online community
and tapping into our range of digital offerings.
EXPLORE OUR WEBSITES

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR FREE

dsmmagazine.com

NEWSLETTERS AT

dsmrestaurantweek.com

DSMMAGAZINE.COM

iapublication.com

dsmWeekly: Check out our weekly

dsmhomedesignawards.com

newsletter for news on local dining, arts
and culture, and weekend events.

facebook.com/dsmmagazine
facebook.com/dsmrestaurantweek
facebook.com/iapublication
Instagram: @dsmmagazine
Twitter: @dsmMagazine
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dsmWealth: Learn savvy money
management ideas, including smart
ways to save, invest, give and spend.
ia: Explore Iowa’s top destinations,
homes, dining spots, cultural offerings
and more.
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ENGAGE WITH US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

Do you need help achieving your
body contouring goals?
CoolSculpting® can help reduce stubborn fat
on 9 areas of the body. One CoolSculpting
treatment can reduce up to 20-25% of fat in
the treated area. Individual results and patient
experience may vary.

Call for a free consultation.
515-277-5555

www.kochandcarlisle.com
4855 Mills Civic Parkway #100
West Des Moines, IA 50265
Coolsculpting® is FDA-cleared to treat visible fat bulges in 9 areas of the body.
Some common side effects include temporary numbness, discomfort, and swelling.

DR. MICHAEL CARLISLE, MD
DR. BRENTON KOCH, MD, FACS
DR. CODY KOCH, MD, PHD
JULY
MAY
AUGUST
JUNE 2022 DSM 17

Pick a date. Pack your bags. Vacation is back.
Summer escapism has been elevated. Just an hour from Des Moines,
Honey Creek Resort offers a lake full of fun for your whole family.
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Spectrum Lighting and Interiors offers the largest selection in
lighting, ceiling fans, lamps and lampshades, artwork and mirrors
for your residential or commercial lighting projects. We also
offer complete fixture repair and restoration services. Visit our
beautiful remodeled showroom to bring your vision to light.
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(515) 276-5088 | spectrumlighting.biz
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THE GERSHWINS’

PORGYAND BESS
FEATURING KEVIN DEAS AS PORGY AND MICHELLE JOHNSON AS BESS
WITH SIMON ESTES IN A SPECIAL APPEARANCE AS LAWYER FRAZIER

50TH SUMMER FESTIVAL
The Gershwins’ PORGY AND BESS / Britten A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
Kuster/Campbell A THOUSAND ACRES / Geter/Palmer AMERICAN APOLLO

WORLD PREMIERE

JULY 1 - 24 | DMMO.ORG
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EDITOR’S
NOTE
CHRISTINE
RICCELLI

LET’S EAT!

A

For its first year, Restaurant Week
was featured on the dsm cover.

ll the evidence—from

for the 10-day event that includes two

anecdotal to analytical—

weekends.

points to one thing: You,
our readers, love dining
out and knowing the

Also in this issue, you’ll find a story
related to that other August food event—
the Iowa State Fair (page 94). Cookbook

latest restaurant news. That’s why we

author and dsm contributing writer

created Restaurant Week 15 years ago,

Wini Moranville covers “Baking Blue

and why you should mark the dates of

Ribbons: Stories and Recipes from the

this year’s event, Aug. 19-28, on your

Iowa State Fair Food Competitions,”

calendar now.

a new book by Kay Fenton Smith and

Thirty-three of the city’s best

Carol McGarvey that chronicles the

eateries are on board this year,

history of fair food competitions, starting

including some that haven’t previously

in 1854. The book’s recipes and stories

participated, such as Fleming’s Prime

are sure to evoke misty-eyed memories,

Steakhouse and Wine Bar in West

especially if you grew up in Iowa.

Des Moines. A few changes have been

Fast-forward to today, and you’ll

made—for instance, restaurants will

also meet chefs, cooks and growers who

offer a range of prices, instead of one

are elevating the contemporary food

set price—to ensure you have a top-

scene, such as Local Shroomery owner

quality dining experience. We also

Kimberly Baishnab (page 44) and

revamped our Restaurant Week

Lyssa Wade of Veggie Thumper, who

section (page 67) with refreshed content

serves vegan fare in the Beaverdale

and a new design, thanks to the creative

neighborhood from a colorful tricked-

efforts (and hard work!) of managing

out school bus (page 46).

editor Beth Eslinger, photographer
Duane Tinkey, design director Annabel

Wherever and whenever you eat
out, plan to pair the outing with one of

Wimer, assistant editor Hailey Allen

the many events happening over the

and contributing writer Karla Walsh.

next two months. I remember a time,

Wherever you decide to dine, don’t

CHRISTINE
RICCELLI

not that long ago, when summer was an

lawn of Salisbury House & Gardens for
“King Lear,” downtown for 80/35 or at

forget to share your experiences with us!

arts and cultural dead zone. No more.

Hoyt Sherman Place for Jazz in July.

Tag us in your posts with the hashtag

Today, you can pack your calendar with

And, of course, we’ll see you at

#dsmrw22 or @dsmrestaurantweek.

music, dance, theater and more; turn to

restaurants throughout the city as you

Starting in early August, check our

page 24 for some ideas.

enjoy the vibrant cuisine chefs will be

website, dsmrestaurantweek.com, for
the special menus chefs are creating
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We look forward to seeing you
around this summer, whether on the

serving for those special 10 days in
August. Buon appetito!

n

M I C H E LLE BO O K & h e r st yl ist K AT I E J O
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THINK TANK
SERIES 2021
SAVE THE DATES

JULY 19 | AUGUST 17 | SEPTEMBER 14
Envision Iowa was created to help Iowa thrive and
grow by bringing together community, business
and economic development leaders from across
the state to help shape Iowa’s future through
strategic connections, talking about key issues and
sharing creative ideas - which we believe will lead to
collaboration and action.

J U LY 1 9 , 2 0 2 2

PEOPLE AND CULTURE:
Workforce, DEI, Quality of Life
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

AUGUST 17, 2022
In 2022, Business Publications Corporation, in
partnership with the Iowa Economic Development
Association, will continue Envision Iowa in 2022 with
three virtual Think Tank Series events this summer
and an in-person event in the fall.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES:

In 2021, 84% of attendees stated Workforce
Development as crucial to their organizations. 62%
shared that Public/Private Partnerships were most
important and 68% shared that access to childcare
is affecting their organization. We will be discussing
these issues and more in three virtual think tanks and
an in-person event in 2022. Mark your calendars!

SEPTEMBER 14, 2022

T H I N K TA N K S P O N S O R

VISIONARY SPONSORS

Innovation and Public/Private
Partnerships
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

INFRASTRUCTURE:
Childcare and Housing
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

SUPPORTING SPONSOR

23
LOCAL BLEND
The indie pop band
Japanese Breakfast will
perform at this year’s 80/35
Music Festival. Read more
about the festival on the

PHOTOGRAPHER: PETER ASH

next page.
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PAGE 36

Upcoming
Events

Home
Decor

Cat
Yoga

Diverse
Des Moines

School
Pantries
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OUT AND ABOUT

WHAT WE’RE DOING
IN JULY AND AUGUST

1

Some 50 bands—and an

expected 30,000-plus music
lovers—will help mark the

eagerly awaited return of the
80/35 Music Festival

July 8-9 at Western Gateway

Park downtown. Presented by the
Des Moines Music Coalition, the festival

will showcase local, regional and
national acts on five stages (four of
them free). About half the acts,
including hip-hop artist B.Well and
“American Idol” winner Maddie Popp,
are either based in Iowa or have ties to
the state. Headliners are singersongwriter Father John Misty on Friday
and international pop star Charli XCX
(pictured) on Saturday. Tickets are
available through midwesttix.com; find
more info at 80-35.com.

Charli XCX’s music has been
described as alternative pop,
electropop and pop funk.
The English singersongwriter will headline the
80/35 Music Festival July 9.
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Jazz vocalist Yaala Ballin is
critically acclaimed for her
rhythmic control, spirited
tone and polished delivery.
She’ll perform with her trio at
Jazz in July July 12.

2

After a two-year hiatus
because of the
pandemic, Jazz in July is
back. The free concert
series, presented by
Hoyt Sherman Place, will

be July 12, 19 and 26. Bring a blanket

or lawn chair to enjoy the opening acts,
who will perform at 6 p.m. on the
Hoyt Sherman lawn. Then move inside
to the theater for 7:30 p.m. concerts
by headliners Yaala Ballin (pictured)
and her trio (July 12), Gabriel Espinosa
Band (July 19) and Marilyn Maye
(July 26). More details: hoytsherman.org.

3

To celebrate its 50th
anniversary, Gateway
Dance Theatre will
present “Shakuntala”
July 7-9 at Jamie Hurd
Amphitheater in West

Des Moines. The ancient tale from India
follows the story of a young woman who
is raised in a secluded hermitage and
falls in love with the king. Featuring a
local cast of about 20 diverse
performers, the show will incorporate
colorful costumes, world music and
international dance styles.
Performances begin at 7:30 p.m.; visit
gatewaydance.org to learn more.
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Pulitzer-Prize-winning
novel, “To Kill a
Mockingbird” will play
the Des Moines Civic
Center Aug. 23–28. The

show, set in a small Alabama town in

Richard Thomas portrays

the mid-1930s, follows attorney Atticus

Alabama attorney Atticus Finch

Finch as he defends Tom Robinson,

and Melanie Moore plays Scout

a Black man wrongly accused of

Finch in “To Kill a Mockingbird.”

assaulting a white woman. Richard
Thomas will portray Finch; the actor
is perhaps best known for playing
John-Boy in the 1970s television series
“The Waltons.” The production, which
the New York Times called beautiful
and elegiac, is being presented by
Des Moines Performing Arts. Visit
dmpa.org for info and tickets.
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4

Based on Harper Lee’s

Returning to Des Moines in July, the
Dew Tour is expected to draw some of
the world’s top skateboarders.

5

We certainly didn’t need
any more evidence of
Lauridsen Skatepark’s
dynamic impact on the
city, but we were still
thrilled when the

Dew Tour announced its return for the

second consecutive year. The pro
skateboard competition, July 29-30,
will feature the world’s top skaters,

6

After years of
preparation and months
of special related events,
Des Moines Metro Opera
continues its
showstopping 50th

anniversary Summer Festival through

July 24 at Blank Performing Arts Center
in Indianola with performances of

“Porgy and Bess,” “A Midsummer

7

The popular
Shakespeare on the
Lawn series at Salisbury
House & Gardens
returns this year with
“King Lear,” which Iowa

Stage Theatre Company will perform

July 13–17 at 7:30 p.m. Matthew McIver,
Iowa Stage’s artistic director, told dsm
the play was chosen to coincide with

including a dozen-plus Olympians.

Night’s Dream” and the DMMO-

Des Moines Metro Opera’s

What’s more, the event will include

commissioned “A Thousand Acres.”

commissioned production of

a festival adjacent to the skatepark with

DMMO also is collaborating with

a public skate track, food and

Pyramid Theatre Company to present

beverages, pro athlete meet and greets

the new work “American Apollo”

and additional details, go to iowastage.

and more. The competition and festival

July 20–23 at the Des Moines Art Center.

org or salisburyhouse.org. To learn

“A Thousand Acres,” a modern retelling
of the Shakespeare tragedy. For tickets

are free and open to the public. Learn

For tickets and more info, visit dmmo.

more about the production, read our

more: DewTour.com.

org, and to read additional dsm

story from the January issue; search

coverage of the groundbreaking season,

“Top Billing” dsm magazine.

search “A New Horizon” dsm magazine.
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Ceramics have become a popular item among
shoppers at CK Design Co., says owner Courtney
Kennedy. Thanks to her discerning eye, you can
find one-of-a-kind mugs, bowls, plates and more.
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SHOPPING THE CITY

CAREFUL
CURATIONS
Writer: Hailey Allen
Shop local artisans and faraway finds

sales in Omaha, rugs imported from

at CK Designs.

Turkey, and ceramics made from

When you step into CK Design Co.

Des Moines-based Blue Prairie

(520 S.W. Ninth St., Unit 114), a wall of

Kitchenware, along with decorative

vines and plants hanging just across

pillows, ramen bowls with handmade

the room grabs your attention. There’s

chopsticks, antique candlesticks and

a sense of vibrancy and growth, both

jewelry and stationery products.

from the botanicals and from the

“We carefully curate what we bring in,

elegant collection of local handmade

and [Alec and I] travel and source

goods and vintage pieces arranged on

everything ourselves from auctions,

the tables and shelves.

estate sales, vintage fairs, even

Owner Courtney Kennedy opened

Craigslist finds,” Kennedy says.

the shop in 2017 after seeing a gap in
the local market for boho-style vintage

Mix and match: Kennedy’s biggest

wares. At her previous job as an interior

decorating tip? Trust yourself and fill

designer for residential homebuilders,

CK DESIGN CO.

your space with items that bring you joy,

she noticed a boom in client requests
for bohemian-influenced goods.
“Sourcing items for clients required

which will feel much more cohesive
collect the vintage pieces people were

than if you try to follow someone else’s

searching for and sell them locally. After

mold, she says. And don’t be afraid to

our team to scour antique malls, order

touring the space on Southwest Ninth

mix and match. “My heart is in the

from online resellers or find a newly

Street, Courtney and her husband,

details,” Kennedy says. “If you have a

made replica from a big-box store,

Alec, signed the lease and have been

basic couch from Homemakers, like we

which defeats some of the purpose of

there since.

all do, there’s no reason you can’t still

Fun finds: At CK Design you’ll find

space … with the small pieces you

vintage tables and chairs from estate

collect around it.”

the aesthetic,” Kennedy says.
She left that job to strike out on
her own, starting the store as a place to

have that eclectic character in your

CK Design Co. hours:
Sundays noon-3 p.m.
Thursdays 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Fridays and Saturdays 11:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays
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Zhoosh hours:
Sundays noon-4 p.m.
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fridays 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Mondays and Tuesdays

Zhoosh /ZHooSH/:
to make more
˘
exciting, lively or attractive.
Andi Smeltzer started Zhoosh as a
pop-up booth in Grimes in 2019. From
there, it grew into a storefront, and
Smeltzer moved the operation to its
current location in the East Village
(313 E. Fifth St.) last November.
The store itself gives off a devilmay-care attitude, possibly a product of
Smeltzer’s own chaotic good energy,
with a variety of handpicked odds and
ends. With iridescent strings of garland
hanging from the ceiling, a neon sign in
the entryway, and layers of color and
pattern, you immediately enter another
world where design rules become a
moot point.
One vintage rattan shelving unit
houses humorous cards and high-end
smoking accessories, while across from
it stands an art deco-style display case
showcasing thrifted teacups and
ashtrays. Smeltzer utilizes the building’s
modern design to illustrate “how you
can still do cool vintage stuff in a
brand-new house,” she says.

ZHOOSH

Laying it on thick: You’ll notice a few
displayed each seem to have a different

Bohēme, found photos in frames, and

sophisticated but accessible, so that

color and pattern. Smeltzer loves mixing

an assortment of coffee table books.

everyone feels they can accessorize

her vintage finds with her favorite

The finishing touch was a brightly

their space in their own way. “If you

modern brands with abandon. “Nothing

patterned rug underneath to bring the

elevate your space, it elevates your life.

actually goes together at first glance,

vignette together.

And everyone deserves that,” she says.

just works,” she says. Exhibit A: a table

Getting personal: Smeltzer finds most

back of the store reflects that belief,

she draped in sheer fabric and topped

of her items at flea markets, thrift stores

with cozy, low lighting where you’ll find

with vintage candleholders, candles and

and estate sales. As for the modern

handmade jewelry and curated personal

scented matchsticks by modern brand

brands she carries, she aims for

care products.

The Modern Rituals section in the

and then I kind of force it together and it
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places where the hodgepodge of items

HOST OF THE 2022 HOMESHOWEXPO
The Kimberley Difference means quality
craftsmanship. It also means building
a community you can call home.
In our 46th year of building premier
custom homes throughout Central Iowa,
Kimberley Development Corporation
is proud to be the host site of the
2022 HomeShowExpo. Dates: July 9-24,
located at Kimberley Estates in Ankeny.

Get your
HomeShowExpo
tickets here.
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WHAT WE LOVE

PURRFECT
STRETCHES

You’ve heard of goat yoga, but cat yoga?
Yes! At Coffee Cats in Valley Junction,
you can practice in a judgment-free,
feline-friendly zone on Wednesday
evenings and Saturday mornings.
At the class we attended, Gato, the
white-and-tan juvenile, promptly
sprawled out on our mat, showing off
his best supine stretch before class
started. During practice, he sat on our
heels during downward dog, then leapt
to a high perch for a nap.
All the cats at the shop are from
the Animal Rescue League of Iowa and
live at the shop before finding their
forever homes. Over 650 cats have
been adopted since the business
opened in 2021.
The yoga class is beginner-friendly,
with cats outnumbering humans during
most sessions. After a 45-minute
practice, there’s time to play with the
cats and be tempted to take one home.

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

More info: coffeecatscafe.com.
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Can you spot the 15 diﬀerences between
these photos in our showroom? Tag us on
Facebook & Instagram @shoproyalﬂooring

Royal Flooring is your local one-stop-shop for all things home ﬁnishing.
We have everything you need to make your house the dream home
you’ve always wanted!
11801 Hickman Road
Urbandale, IA 50323

(515) 957-9738
SHOPROYALFLOORING.COM

Design now, pay later with our
special ﬁnancing options!
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Scan this QR code for a replay of dsm’s
Discover Diverse Des Moines event.

DISCOVER DIVERSE DES MOINES

THE DISH ON GLOBAL FLAVORS
At dsm’s annual Discover Diverse Des Moines event in May, several community
leaders spotlighted their favorite ethnic eats.

Tar Macias

Tej Dhawan

Jen Carruthers

President of Hola America Media Group

Strategic initiatives officer at Principal

Owner and executive producer of

Financial Group

11 Eleven Productions and president of

One of Macias’ favorite places to

Capital City Pride

connect with his heritage is Monarca

When it comes to food, India Star

Gourmet Paletas (9901 University Ave.,

(5514 Douglas Ave.) is, well, the star in

Carruthers first tried Liberian food while

Suite 150, Clive). A paleta is “basically

Dhawan’s heart. He compares the

serving on the board of Genesis Youth

a Popsicle,” Macias says. “It’s a frozen

restaurant’s cuisine to what he’s found

Foundation, which supports refugee

dessert made with either a water or milk

at dhabas in India.

families. When she came across Palm’s

base. They’re very popular in Mexico,
where I come from.
“When I went there and looked at

“If you’ve ever driven on the roads

Caribbean Cuisine while at the

between major cities in India, you’ve

Downtown Des Moines Farmers’

probably seen the roadside

Market, she says she had to try it.
“It’s a minority-owned business

the flavors that they had, it brought

restaurants,” he says. “They’re called

back memories from my childhood,”

dhabas—little huts with carts sitting out

that does amazing food. I fell in love

says Macias. He recommends trying the

front, and you go and grab whatever

with their jerk chicken and jollof rice,”

lime paleta. Lime desserts in the U.S.

food you want.”

Carruthers says. Palm’s menu primarily

are colored green from the use of

Dhabas originated to serve

focuses on Jamaican cuisine but

artificial lime flavorings, but the lime

homemade meals to truck drivers

includes some Liberian specialties like

paletas at Monarca are milky-white in

during long-distance trips and have

the jollof rice.

color because they’re made with the

since evolved to serve anyone.

juice of fresh limes mixed into the base,
complete with a lime slice in the middle.
“It’s a very different taste, and it’s
amazing,” Macias says.
Check out Monarca’s menu at
monarcapaletas.com.
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“If you equate Indian food with

Palm’s doesn’t have a brick-andmortar restaurant, but you can find

only buttered chicken and naan, you’re

them some Saturday mornings at the

really going to want to try some of that

farmers market, or reach out for

[authentic dhaba] food. And you can

catering options. Palm’s also offers

get that … at India Star,” Dhawan says.

pop-up pickup orders. Get in touch with

Browse the menu at indiastardm.com.

them on Facebook at Palm’s DSM.

Celebrating

50

YEARS

L-R: Chef Dean Luttrell, Chef Austin Bailey, Chef Mike Dell, Chef Karla Boetel, Chef Dana Anderson, Chef Tim Jensen

Improving the food scene
in Central Iowa and beyond.
The Iowa Culinary Institute at DMACC is where education and excellence go hand in hand, blending
the Culinary Arts program with our community to create unforgettable culinary experiences.
What we do:
The ICI provides training for current and future
professionals in the culinary and hospitality field.
Students of the ICI learn with hands-on education
through real-world culinary experiences. The ICI
provides local industry, professional and international
connections to its students, including a nearly 40year partnership with the French Chefs’ Association.
Who we are:
Our team of chefs work to ensure all students obtain
the knowledge, skills and abilities at the ICI to be
successful once they graduate. Under the direction
of professional chefs, students provide world-class
dining opportunities to the community through bistro
lunches, gourmet dinners and many other special
event experiences.

Who our students are:
ICI students come from all walks of life: high school
students, students who work in the industry, adults
making a career change, and those who have
retired from other careers. The ICI is an educational
community comprising students who love all things
related to food and hospitality.
Opportunities at the ICI:
Students are exposed to fine gastronomy and learn
lifelong skills at the ICI. There are wonderful job
opportunities in the culinary and hospitality field, and
employers are competing to hire ICI graduates! The
DMACC Foundation offers scholarship
opportunities for student tuition, supplies and
educational travel. Visit DMACC.edu/Foundation
for additional information.

To learn more: For program information, application/enrollment, scholarships, dinners, lunches,
workshops, special events, or to donate, please visit ici.dmacc.edu or contact us at ici@dmacc.edu.

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF THE DMACC FOUNDATION’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN

Chef John Andres,
ICI Executive Director
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DMPS PANTRIES
BY THE NUMBERS

IOWA STOPS HUNGER

FEEDING FAMILIES THROUGH
THE SCHOOLS
Writer: Hannah Soyer
For over 4,300 households in the

“All of our pantries are well

Des Moines Public School District,

utilized,” District Community School

a district partnership with Food Bank of

Coordinator Cara Edmondson says.

Iowa to open food pantries within and
near schools has provided muchneeded support. From September 2021
through April 2022, over 80,400 meals

“We look forward to rolling out new
pantries soon.”
When the pandemic hit, food
insecurity in Iowa grew more than 50%

were provided through the program to

(from 305,000 to 459,850 last year,

help bridge the food insecurity gap.

according to the Feeding Iowans Task

In 2015, the first free pantry

Force report) as people faced

opened at Lincoln High School. East

unemployment, supply shortages and

High quickly followed, and now there

distribution interruption. Seventy-five

are 13 schools with pantries on-site; at

percent of DMPS students qualify for

press time, 10 more were expected to

free or reduced-price lunches, so lack

be added this coming school year.

of these essential school meals created

“With this level of collaboration,

96,499
Total pounds of food ordered
between September 2021 and
April 2022.

80,416
Meals provided through the Food
Bank of Iowa to DMPS families.

$128,654
Value of food provided to the
school pantries.

10,103
On-site snacks served.

15,452
Number of individuals served
through the 13 school pantries
since last September.

additonal need. To alleviate this, the

together we can make sure every child

food pantry partnership opened nine

and each family member has access to

off-site locations (in parking lots near

the most essential basic need—food,”

schools), which continue to remain

need—and use—up. While there are

says Annette Hacker, communications

open to students and their families.

community resources that students and

manager at Food Bank of Iowa.
Coordinators at each school

The rate of Iowans lacking access
to sufficient food has returned to 2019

their families are referred to, the need
for readily available food remains.

oversee the pantries. They order food

numbers—but at 10% (or 300,000) of

through the Food Bank on a weekly

the people in the state, organizations

Program, give food (school pantries are

To support the DMPS Pantry

basis, and volunteers shelve the

addressing hunger say this is still

always in need of protein), donate

pantries. Students and their families

unacceptable. In addition, rising inflation

money, or volunteer at the Food Bank of

can shop at their school’s pantry during

coupled with a decrease in Supplemental

Iowa. Donation and volunteer

open hours and can also set up after-

Nutrition Assistant Program (SNAP)

opportunities are also available through

hours visits.

benefits is expected to drive pantry

the schools.

More Online: Find a list of public schools where pantries are located at dsmmagazine.com.
Iowa Stops Hunger is an ongoing Business Publications Corp. initiative to raise awareness
of food insecurity in Iowa and inspire action to combat it.
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■

Business Publications Corporation would like to thank all Iowa Stops Hunger
sponsors and Corporate Challenge participants throughout Iowa.
Together, we are working toward:
•

Creating ongoing awareness of hunger/food insecurity in Iowa.

•

Educating Iowans about hunger/food insecurity and related organizations and resources.

•

Inspiring and equipping businesses and individuals to take action to stop hunger in Iowa.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: www.iowastopshunger.com

PRESENTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSOR

CORPORATE SPONSORS

THE BEST BEEF DOESN’T REQUIRE
A RESERVATION.

At Hy-Vee, our experts source cattle from Midwest family farms and
select only the highest-quality beef that meets our strict standards.
Our customers deserve the best, so we’re serving them the best.

MeatTheFacts.Hy-Vee.com

TIM
McGRAW

FLORIDA
GEORGIA LINE

GWEN
STEFANI

BLAKE
SHELTON

PRE-RACE
07.23.2022

PRE-RACE
07.24.2022

POST-RACE
07.23.2022

POST-RACE
07.24.2022

Iowa Speedway - Newton, Iowa

BUY TICKETS TODAY AT HYVEEINDYCARWEEKEND.COM

SAVE THE DATE
IOWA STOPS HUNGER VIRTUAL EVENT
August 30, 11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Join us for a fast-paced, action-oriented look at what you and your organization can do
to address food insecurity in Iowa. Learn how the ability to afford nutritious food is tied
to other workforce challenges and what you can do about to be part of the solution.
Business and community leaders from across the state will share how they are addressing
the current needs by giving food, giving time or giving funds — or all of those things at our
annual Iowa Stops Hunger event.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: www.iowastopshunger.com

PRESENTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTING SPONSOR

CORPORATE SPONSORS
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Accessories Maker
Natalie Morrow
(pictured)

Mushroom Grower
Kimberly Baishnab

Veggie Thumper
Lyssa Wade

Local Love
Tanya McKinney and
Tanner Kading
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MEET THE MAKER

ALL TIED UP
Writer: Hailey Allen
Natalie Morrow is the owner and creator
of Stansberry, a virtual boutique
featuring a wide array of scarves and
hair accessories. The name pays tribute
to her mother and grandmother, Doris
and Edna Stansberry, respectively.
Based in Des Moines, Morrow designs
and makes the accessories in-house on
her own sewing machine, and her Etsy
shop has generated more than 3,000
sales from around the world.
When did you start Stansberry?
I’ve always had a desire to have my own
business, and I’ve had [Stansberry] for
about 10 years. I started out in marketing
and advertising, and had worked for
a few agencies around Des Moines, but

Natalie Morrow sews
high-style scarves and
other hair accessories for
her brand Stansberry.
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I wanted to take the chance and open

a clothing boutique. That was

flowy quality. I designed some larger

unfortunately right around the 2008

scarves with it that can be transformed

recession, so I had to come up with

into silk bows as a wedding accessory.

another business idea after the
boutique didn’t work out.
I knew I wanted to stay in

How did you decide on wedding bows?
Late last year I discovered this trend of

Des Moines and keep working in

brides looking for an alternative to a

fashion, so I started playing around on

traditional veil—something more casual

my sewing machine. That’s when

but still elegant. I’m always looking for

I began making handbags, selling them

new ideas to expand the business, and

at parties and having customers select

I decided it would be a nice addition.

their own fabrics. After a few years of

I’ve had a good response to this

doing that, [the business] evolved into

collection so far, so I hope to continue

[making] scarves and hair accessories.

having them in my future collections.

How did you learn to sew?

Are you available in any boutiques

I was actually in 4-H growing up. My

around Des Moines?

mother and my sister helped me

I used to sell in boutiques, but …

learn, and I did a lot of sewing projects

prefer the “direct to consumer” model.

for the club.

I sell through my website
(stansberrydesign.com) and through my

What are your most popular products

Etsy shop (etsy.com/shop/stansberry).

right now?
Especially [for] summer, the cotton

Any plans to open a brick-and-mortar

floral skinny scarves are the best-

location?

sellers. These scarves can be worn as

Never say never, but at the moment

a soft headband, knotted around the

I like being able to sell solely online. I’ve

neck, tied around a bun, as a bow, on

been able to sell to all over the world

a handbag, you name it. I want to make

this way. My products have made it to

each of my pieces as versatile as

Italy, Sweden, the U.K [and] Australia.

possible, and I think that’s what makes
[the scarves] so popular.

What do you love most about your job?
I find it really rewarding to see the

What are your personal favorites?

customer reviews saying how happy

I really enjoy working with silk

they are, or how happy a scarf that they

charmeuse. I use high-quality 100% silk

bought as a gift made their friend or

fabrics, and this one has some more

family member. I love the feedback; it

weight to it but still retains that nice

really keeps me going.
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GROWER PROFILE

FUN WITH FUNGI
Writer: Lisa Holderness Brown
Dietitian Kimberly Baishnab has a

selling shocking pink mushrooms and

surprising side hustle: growing

she started asking questions. She

mushrooms in her Johnston garage.

found out oyster mushrooms grow in

She started the Local Shroomery of

clumps of 10 to 40 caps each and come

Des Moines in May 2021 as a one-

in amazing colors and artful shapes.

woman business, selling oyster
mushrooms at the Valley Junction

“They’re fairly easy to grow,”
Baishnab says. “As a fungus, oyster

MUSHROOM BASICS

Storage
“I recommend a covered container such
as a cardboard carton or bag topped
with plastic wrap. You don’t want them
to dry out or get too slimy from too
much moisture,” Baishnab says.

Farmers Market and to customers

mushrooms can feed on essentially any

through social media.

organic matter, but I use bags of

Flavor and Texture

pasteurized wheat straw for the

Oyster mushrooms are meatier and
chewier than portobello or button

“Owning a shroomery comes with
regular jokes about magic mushrooms

growing medium. Mushrooms do need

and playful comments such as ‘I’ve

a very sterile environment and take

mushrooms. “I’d say almost more

gotta get me some of those’ from

a bit of experimentation to get the

steak-like, so they make a great meat

people passing by the market booth,”

process right.”

substitute. Taste-wise, they are fairly

Baishnab says with a laugh. That’s why

Baishnab loves talking mushrooms.

she makes a point of marketing her

Ask her about how she prepares oyster

homegrown mushrooms as gourmet

mushrooms, and you might need to

and for culinary purposes: “I want

pull up a chair. She’s passionate about

people to know that these mushrooms

cooking with the fungi and readily

won’t leave them in an altered state of

shares her recipes and cooking tips.

consciousness, but they are exotic-

So far, she sells only oyster mushrooms,

looking and fun to cook with.”
Her dietetic training also keeps her

but she’s hoping to offer lion’s mane
mushrooms soon, which are being

researching the multiple health benefits

studied for possible neurological

coming out about mushrooms, including

benefits.

possible heart benefits and immune
support, as well as being a low-carb,

As of press time, Baishnab sells
her mushrooms through Raccoon

mild but do become more earthy and
flavorful when cooked,” she says.
Swapping Oyster Mushroom Varieties
Each variety has a unique flavor, but
all oyster mushrooms can be used
interchangeably. That said, size and
texture differences can drive pairing
recommendations.
Cooking Suggestions
“I love to sub oyster mushrooms for
meat in a pulled pork-style vegetarian
sandwich, and also serve them in stir-

Forks Farm CSA and social media.

fries, on pizza, and air-fried as

Check out her Facebook and Instagram

mushroom chips. The possibilities are

dietetic internship in Peoria, Illinois, she

pages @localshroomery.dsm for

countless,” Baishnab says.

was drawn to a farmers market booth

updates.

low-fat source of micronutrients.
Years ago, while completing her
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Dietitian and mushroom
grower Kimberly Baishnab
shows off a cluster of her

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

oyster mushrooms.
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Find Lyssa Wade of Veggie
Thumper in her colorful
bus around Beaverdale.
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DES MOINES FOODIE

to feed us,” Wade says. New to the

Getting on the Bus

VEGGIE THUMPER
KEEPS GROWING

gardening game but craving

After seven years of dreaming about

a taste of home similar to what she

preaching the gospel of plants beyond

enjoyed around the table with her dad,

her four walls, Wade quit her job as

Writer: Karla Walsh

she started growing Brussels sprouts.

a restaurant server in May 2019 to open

“Seeing them grow and thrive made me

her own food truck—or more accurately,

Since 2019, Lyssa Wade has run Veggie

smile. I declared I was going to have

her food bus containing 19 feet of

Thumper, a vegan food brand, out of

a real garden the following year,” she

kitchen space that she has named

a tricked-out, dressed-up school bus

says, so she could feed her own family

that’s open from early spring to late fall.

nutritious, homemade meals.

Her goal? To get more plant-based

“Thumpermobile.”
A Recipe for Success

eaters on board with a lifestyle she

Planting Seeds

Wade has a large fan base among

swears by herself. Wade dreams of

In the spring of 2009, she dug into

vegans and omnivores alike. She enjoys

someday hosting “fancy pop-ups and

a 5-by-20-foot backyard patch, “which

recreating classic comfort foods with

seated themed dinners” to coax even

became the beginnings of my rebirth

her own signature twist. “If something

more locals into craving fresh-from-the-

and a different way of living. Little did

seems like it shouldn’t go together,

garden cuisine. For now, you can find

I know that sunshine and compost were

I want to know why—and how can

her slinging walnut “meat” tacos,

going to feed the root structures of my

barbecue “chick’n” nachos and more at

own growth,” Wade says.

her bus that parks in and around

Through gardening, she

I make it go together,” Wade says.
“I make bean- and wheat-based ‘bweef’
and turn carrots into ‘hot dogs.’ It’s all

Beaverdale (find the complete schedule

discovered a passion for sustainability

at veggiethumper.com).

and wholesome foods. “The deeper

The menu changes weekly, but

I dug into the food production world

Wade has a perennial favorite: the Frisco

about using my imagination.”

A Tribute to Dad

and what went into processed foods,

Melt, a lentil patty topped with Thousand

Wade says her love of growing and

the more I shifted toward a plant-based

Island-inspired sauce, caramelized

sharing food “started thanks to my dad,

lifestyle,” she says. To make the most of

onions and “cheese” on toasted

who was the main cook in our family.

her garden goodies, she slowly started

sourdough. “It’s a hint smoky and a little

After he passed away in 2008, I was a

making more homemade meals based

spicy,” she says. “It’s even delicious

lost and sad full-time student with three

on vegetables.

cold three hours after the window has

jobs and my own kid. I had to learn how

closed and I have a chance to eat.”
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on different days. It’s more about how

“one best place”; they can all be different

Best place to thrift: There’s really never

vintage except my shoes.

Sometimes everything I have on is thrifted

wear it], but now that I can, I’m going to.

that came out when I was too young [to

be wearing something from 15 years ago

up-and-coming brands and local stuff. I’ll

It’s a mixture of stuff I wanted as a kid,

How would you describe your style?

(@goldeneye.ia)

Profession or avocation: Entrepreneur

Age: 24

LUCAS PAUL

LOOK
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makes it even cooler to me.

own Subsect, and that local aspect

worn skateboarding. Plus, Heath used to

they were sold, they were meant to be

T-shirt. It’s more than 20 years old. When

bought: My Heath Kirchart Birdhouse

Favorite clothing item you’ve ever

is [an online] brand I like based out of Iowa.

streetwear I find while thrifting. No Safety

rack there to resell some of the vintage

but I’m biased because I have my own

Where you shop: Stoked in East Village,

people and what they wear.

also like finding inspiration in everyday

Ape (known colloquially as Bape). But I

founder of the streetwear brand Bathing

(a Japanese fashion designer). He’s the

Fashion inspiration: Nigo

and effort to search for good pieces.

consistently you go, and making the time
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LOCAL LOVE
Tanner Kading and Tanya McKinney
eloped in a spontaneous and intimate
ceremony last fall at Glen Arbor,
Michigan. With their pastor and his wife
and their two closest friends as
witnesses, the couple experienced the
perfect day at their Vrbo, complete with
a walk on the beach, a ceremony in the
woods, and an evening campfire with
plenty of stories over great food and
whiskey. “I truly think this is the wedding
that everyone secretly wants but maybe
doesn’t do because of obligation to
tradition and/or family,” Tanya says.
Photographer: Justin Salem-Meyer
To submit your wedding photos for
consideration in dsm, send them to
dsmeditor@bpcdm.com. Include your and
your spouse’s names, occupations, wedding
date, location and the photographer’s name.
Please confirm that you either own the rights
to the photographs or have the
photographer’s permission to submit them for
publication. Also provide your phone number
in case we need to contact you.
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LET US TAKE CARE OF
ALL YOUR NEEDS DURING
YOUR UPCOMING EVENT
IN DES MOINES!

Port of Des Moines is your one-stop event group that specializes in
providing upscale catering, desserts, weddings, corporate events and all
that comes in between! Headquartered at The River Center in downtown
Des Moines, Port of Des Moines Event Group oversees six separate
entities, including The River Center, Trellis Catering, Trellis Café, Doré
Bakery, The Riverwalk HUB and Purveyor. With the expansion of our
largest event space, the River Center, we have double the space to hold a
socially-distanced wedding reception. Call us at 515-330-1517 or email
us at eventsales@portofdsm.com to set up a private consultation today.
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P

THE PURVEYOR: 505 E Grand Ave Suite 105, DSM (2 doors south of Raygun) | 515.280.1130

E

D

515-330-1517 | portofdsm.com | eventsales@rivercenterdsm.com

S

M
O

S
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CONTACT US TODAY TO SET UP YOUR VIRTUAL OR ON-SITE CONSULTATION!

M OIN

E
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HOME
2023 CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS
Mark your calendars! We invite you
to submit your high end designs to
our brand new categories below.
The submission period will run
from June 15 to August 15.
We can't wait to see your
latest work!

A RC H ITEC TU R E A N D
N E W C O N S TR UC TI O N
Contemporary Architecture
Traditional Architecture
Vacation Home
New Construction: Modern
New Construction: Traditional or Transitional

R E M O D E L S A N D R E N OVATI O N S
Historic Renovation or Restoration (50 years or older)
Room Remodel: Kitchen
Room Remodel: Living Room
Room Remodel: Bath

E X TE R I O R S A N D O UTD O O R LI V I N G

D EC O R
Dining Room
Living Room: Modern
Living Room: Traditional
Primary Bedroom
Specialty Room: Utility
Specialty Room: Bar or Wine Room
Specialty Room: Basement

K ITC H E N A N D BATH
Bath
Large Kitchen: Traditional or Transitional (201+ square feet)
Large Kitchen: Modern (201+ square feet)
Small Kitchen: Traditional or Transitional (up to 200 square feet)
Small Kitchen: Modern (up to 200 square feet)

Landscape/Hardscape
Garden Design
Deck, Patio, Porch, Pool
Exterior Home Makeover
SUBMIT ENTRIES AND LEARN MORE AT

dsmhomedesignawards.com
PRESENTED BY

- SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION -

TOP LAWYERS
THE METRO’S TOP ATTORNEYS

TO P L AW Y E R S
- SPONSORED CONTENT -

L-R : JORDAN NICKERSON
AND DANIELLE SMID –
D I V E R S I T Y, E Q U I T Y, &
INCLUSION COMMITTEE
CO-CHAIRS

BROWN WINICK
Q: HOW IS DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION SHOWCASED

Q: WHY IS YOUR FIRM DEDICATED TO DIVERSITY, EQUITY

IN YOUR EVERYDAY CULTURE?

AND INCLUSION?

A: As part of BrownWinick’s ongoing efforts to ensure an inclusive

A: We recognize that differences in age, gender, race, religion, sexual

environment, we’ve implemented several critical initiatives, including

orientation, mental/physical ability, socioeconomic status, thinking

establishing a DEI committee that collectively represents and

style and many other equally-important distinctions in our workforce

advocates for all employees; executing a comprehensive review of

not only bring richness to our environment, but are also integral to the

all firm policies and procedures; and developing best practices for

success of our colleagues, business partners and clients.

education, training and recruitment/retention.

Q: HOW DOES YOUR DEDICATION TO DEI ALLOW YOU TO

Q: HOW DOES DEI INTERSECT WITH THE WAY YOU

BETTER SERVE YOUR CLIENTS?

PRACTICE LAW?

A: From day one, a primary goal of our committee was to purposefully

A: A quote that has been instructive for our committee is that “diversity

leverage the varying viewpoints and experiences of our employees

is being invited to the party, while inclusion is being asked to dance.”

when performing legal services. Our commitment to DEI allows us to

Put differently, it’s not enough to merely recognize our differences.

create authentic relationships with our client base, which in turn directly

Rather, we must embrace these differences every time we provide

improves the quality of work we provide.

legal services to our community.

W W W. B ROWNWI N I CK .CO M

TO P L AW Y E R S
- SPONSORED CONTENT -

“ B A N D 1” R A N K E D
CHAMBERS USA

FINLEY LAW FIRM
Q: WHAT ARE THE TOP SPECIALTIES OF YOUR FIRM?

Q: WHY DO YOUR TALENTED ATTORNEYS UNDER 40 WANT TO

A: We pride ourselves on our long-standing and enduring connection

WORK FOR YOUR FIRM?

to Iowa’s business and health care communities. Our practice involves

A: Finley prides itself on developing the best talent by offering young

all aspects of representation and counseling. Many of our lawyers

lawyers the opportunities to gain the skills necessary to independently

specialize in defending complex civil suits on behalf of doctors, hospitals,

manage cases, client relationships and complex matters from the

engineers, architects, lawyers and other licensed professionals. We also

earliest phase of their careers. This experience is paired with oversight,

routinely advise clients on business, employment, trusts, estates, real

collaboration and assistance of specialized, veteran attorneys and staff

estate, insurance and health law matters.

members to ensure that our clients are offered unmatched legal services.

Q: HOW HAS YOUR TEAM BEEN SUCCESSFUL PRACTICING LAW

Q: HOW DOES YOUR FIRM EMBODY THE WORDS LEADERSHIP

DURING A WORLDWIDE PANDEMIC?

AND EXPERIENCE?

A: The firm enjoys relationships with clients in the construction,

A: We offer our clients hundreds of years of combined legal experience

manufacturing, health care, food production and railroad industries

and demonstrated leadership in the legal field and community beyond.

who experienced unprecedented challenges across all aspects of their

Our lawyers have served as executive officers and members of the

business during the pandemic. Thanks to our extraordinarily dedicated

Board of Governors of the Polk County and Iowa State Bar Associations.

and skilled staff members and attorneys, we were able to provide

Members of the firm also serve on community boards and support an

continuous high-level service delivery through ever-changing regulatory

ever-growing list of community programs and volunteer organizations.

and safety environments while providing counseling and troubleshooting regarding wholly new issues.

W W W. F I N L E Y L AW.CO M

S AV E T H E D AT E

LEGACY LEADER AWARDS

one1owa

P R E S EN T ING PA R T NER S

2022 LEGACY LEADER HONOREES
Dr. Pamela Duffy, Des Moines, retired associate professor, Des Moines University
Mark Kassis and Terry Lowman, Ames, retired restaurant owners
Jordan Selha, Des Moines, program manager, NuCara Staffing Services
Bruce Teague, Iowa City, mayor
Aiden Vasquez, Davenport, founder of the Aiden Vasquez Foundation

2022 LEGACY LEADER ALLY
Dr. Rebecca Gruber, Des Moines, former artistic director and conductor
of the Des Moines Gay Men’s Chorus

October 19, 2022
5-7 p.m. at The River Center
S UP P OR T ING S P ON S OR

COR P OR AT E S P ON S OR

JOHN DEERE

57
TRAVEL
The Cathedral of St. Paul
was built from 1906 to 1915
and features a distinctive
copper-clad dome. Guided
one-hour tours are offered
Tuesdays through Fridays.
Read more about St. Paul,

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF VISIT SAINT PAUL

next page.
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Weekend Getaway

Insider’s Guide

St. Paul, the Other

Take a Side Trip to

Twin City.

Stillwater, Minnesota.
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THE OTHER TWIN CITY
DISCOVER ST. PAUL’S OLD-WORLD
CHARM, OUTSTANDING ETHNIC
EATERIES, GRAND HISTORIC HOMES,
AND MILES OF OUTDOOR TRAILS.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF VISIT SAINT PAUL

Writer: Kathy Berdan
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M

inneapolis and
St. Paul might be
called the Twin Cities,
but they’re anything
but twins. St. Paul is

smaller, with a population of about
315,000 (the total metro is just shy of
3.7 million), and the city has more oldworld charm than shiny Minneapolis. If
you scooped up St. Paul and dropped it
in the middle of Iowa cornfields, it would
be a lot like Des Moines. Both capital

cities have minor league baseball teams,
museums for history and science, great
dining and Wild hockey.
Des Moines visitors are bound to
feel comfortable in St. Paul, and it’s
worth a visit, especially if your trips
north on I-35 have been limited to pro
sports games in Minneapolis or the Mall
of America in Bloomington. It’s time to
cross the river. There’s so much to see
and do—and eat—in St. Paul.
Here are the top reasons to spend
some time in Minnesota’s capital city.
Lowertown District (at the northeast
edge of downtown): The St. Paul Saints
baseball team hits it out of the park at
CHS Field in Lowertown with wacky
costumed characters interacting with
the crowd, silly games between innings
and—in a tradition that started in 1993—
a live pig that waddles up to the home

The Mississippi River courses through
downtown St. Paul. You can explore both
sides of the river on foot or via bike.
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More Online
Go to dsmmagazine.com to find out why
St. Paul’s science, history and children’s
museums are worth a visit.

ST. PAUL
SAINTS

plate umpire anytime the ump needs
fresh baseballs or bottled water.
Across the street from the ballpark,
the St. Paul Farmers’ Market is open
mornings on Saturdays and Sundays.
The cozy-but-bustling market, which
isn’t as sprawling as the Des Moines
Downtown Farmers’ Market, features
only locally grown produce.

NGON
BISTRO

SUMMIT
AVENUE

Mears Park, a cool oasis nearby
frequently hosts free concerts. Pop into

Dinette is fine dining with excellent

Lilydale Regional Park with a lake and

the restored Union Depot near the

cocktails and a homemade bologna

a fossil ground. Choose your trail

Mississippi River to feel like you’ve

sandwich you won’t believe. (Seriously.)

distance; there are connecting paths

stepped back in time to welcome your

The new MetroNOME Brewery gives its

that can take you along both sides of

soldier home from war. And don’t miss

proceeds to fund musical instruments

the river. Harriet Island is also the spot

the world’s largest Lite Brite mural in

and education for underprivileged

to catch a sightseeing cruise on a

the depot.

youths in the Twin Cities.

paddlewheel riverboat on weekends

serves wood-fired pizzas with organic

The Mississippi River downtown: Miles

(riverrides.com).

tomato sauce; Buttered Tin has

of bike and walking trails stretch along

breakfast, lunch and brunch with a fine

each side of the river. Across from

of the river goes right past City House,

bakery (including a gourmet Twinkie,

downtown, Harriet Island has a paved

an airy, charming lunch spot in an old

called the Lowertown “Twinkey”); Saint

trail that leads to a new stretch through

Nearby eats: Big River Pizza
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through Padelford Riverboats
The trail along the downtown side

Continues on page 62
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amid Lowertown’s old warehouses,

ROBBER’S CAVE:
HIDING PLACE OF REAL,
DISHONEST-TO-GOODNESS
ROBBERS. (MAYBE.)

Beneath the city of Lincoln, Nebraska, lies a sandstone cave brimming with carvings, legends,
rumors, and mysteries. Among other things, Robber’s Cave has been used as a place to store
beer, a dance hall, a party venue, a tropical ﬁsh shop, and (possibly) a refuge for desperate
desperados. Today, it’s something everyone on earth wants to see. Okay, probably not
everyone. But you, perhaps. So go to VisitNebraska.com for a free Travel Guide.
Because every great getaway needs a hideout.
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STILL HUNGRY?
The classics: St. Paul has many
longtime restaurants. Check out
Mancini’s Char House (don’t
overload on the tasty garlic
bread, which is irresistible),

Continued from page 60

Ethnic eats on University Avenue:

grain elevator. There might even be a

Busy, eclectic University Avenue in

few barges parked next to the riverside

St. Paul is a roadway paved with ethnic

patio as you dine on sandwiches (try

restaurants. The metro is home to

the Cuban) or street tacos.

the largest concentration of Hmong

CynCity Tours offers historic

in the United States, so you’ll find

walking tours in downtown St. Paul,

plenty of Southeast Asian-influenced

many fans), the Lexington

including a Gangster Tour on weekends.

eateries here.

(with a fine rooftop patio), and

St. Paul was known for a “relaxed”

DeGidio’s (the red sauce has

St. Paul Grill (located in the
historic St. Paul Hotel—the
chicken pot pie is a favorite).

attitude toward Dillinger and the like,

Favorites are iPho by Saigon (with
a bahn mi sandwich takeout area just

which made it a “crooks’ haven” in the

inside the door), Ngon Vietnamese

1920s and 1930s (cyncitytours.com).

Bistro, On’s Kitchen (Thai), Cheng
Heng (Cambodian) and Marc Heu

Como Park Zoo and Conservatory:

Patisserie Paris (amazing croissants).

This 384-acre park in the heart of

If you don’t feel like driving, hop on and

St. Paul has plenty going on, with an

off the Green Line Light Rail that travels

18-hole golf course and a lake featuring

the street; start at the state Capitol and

kayak and paddleboard rentals and

take a tour of the building.

that’s perfect for a stroll or a bike ride.
JUICY
LUCY

Juicy Lucys: The Twin Cities are
known for the “Juicy Lucy,”
a hamburger with molten

Work that food off with a stroll
among the historic homes on Summit

Plus, there’s a conservatory with

Avenue, just about a dozen blocks south

2 acres under glass, kiddie rides, picnic

of University Avenue. Of the street’s

areas, a Japanese garden and a

original 440 homes, 373 remain; you’ll

beautiful restored antique carousel. The

see a variety of architectural styles,

extensive zoo has a new seal and sea

including the nation’s longest preserved

lion exhibit featuring shows by Sparky

stretch of Victorian-era homes.
The James J. Hill House is a

cheese inside. Though Matt’s

the Sea Lion. The zoo, gardens and

Bar in Minneapolis is commonly

conservatory are all free, though

considered the home of the

donations are requested; you pay for

burger, you can sample the

golf course green fees and tickets for

long street, so a recommended start is

kiddie rides and the carousel.

the Hill House at 240 Summit Ave.

cheese-oozing delicacy in
St. Paul; top spots include
Groveland Tap, Bennett’s Chop

Nearby eats: Bole Ethiopian

and Railhouse, Shamrocks and

Cuisine moved to the area recently.

the Nook (which is attached to

Gabe’s Bar & Kitchen is a

a bowling alley, just because).

neighborhood eatery and Half Time

Fair fare: And if you didn’t get
enough cheese curds at the
Iowa State Fair, come on back in
late August (just after the Iowa
State Fair) for the Minnesota
State Fair, Aug. 25-Sept. 5.
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historic mansion to tour, with a definite
“Downton Abbey” vibe. It’s a 4.5-mile-

Nearby Cathedral of St. Paul is an
impressive place to visit, as well.
For updates, events and more info,
go to visitsaintpaul.com.

Rec is a dive bar with good burgers.
(Trivia: The door at Half Time was

Kathy Berdan is a former Des Moines Register

featured in the 1993 Minnesota-set

reporter and St. Paul Pioneer Press arts

movie “Grumpy Old Men.”)

and entertainment editor who lives in St. Paul.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF VISIT SAINT PAUL

a 1.7-mile paved path around the water
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SIDE TRIP TO
STILLWATER
Writer: Hailey Allen

O

nce you’ve explored
St. Paul, hop in the car
and head northeast,
and in just about the
time it takes to binge

an episode of the “Crime Junkie”
podcast, you’ll find yourself in Stillwater,
Minnesota, a town of about 19,000
people along the St. Croix River. Chris
Diebel, founding partner of Bubba
restaurant and the director of public
affairs for the Iowa Business Council,
has been visiting the relaxing river town
with friends and family for some

18 years. Here are his recommendations
for the best experiences in the town
that’s closer to his heart than it is to the
Wisconsin border.
Where to stay: The Lora Hotel
downtown is located along the St. Croix
River near the end of the historic Main
was built into the bluffs in 1868, the
40-room property has some of the
original stone walls. For longer stays,
Diebel recommends renting one of the
many Vrbos sprinkled along the
riverfront. One in particular, the Castle
Continues on page 66
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Street. Housed in a former brewery that

Founded in 1843, Stillwater, Minnesota,
exudes vintage charm. It’s sited on the
St. Croix River across from Wisconsin.
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To learn more:
discoverstillwater.com

located right behind the bar) and dishes
like Korean fried chicken wings and
bacon-wrapped hot dogs. It’s ranked as
the No. 1 restaurant in Stillwater on
TripAdvisor.
On the Hudson side, Pier 500
overlooks the St. Croix River and makes
a perfect boat stop for afternoon

LORA
HOTEL

snacks. “You can sit out in the
summertime on their big patio and just
watch the boats go by,” Diebel says.
“They have these smoked Gouda nachos
that are delicious.”
Also in Hudson is Barker’s Bar
and Grill, the spot for cheese curds and
bloody marys. “You’re in Wisconsin,

STILLWATER
BOAT CLUB

you have to get cheese curds!” he says.
FELLER

While Diebel enjoys the local dining
scene, he says some of his best
Stillwater memories are from cooking
big dinners with friends in their rental

Continued from page 64

Hudson, Wisconsin, a quick boat ride

house. He suggests shopping at

on St. Croix River, is a can’t-miss

across the St. Croix River (which marks

Pinch ‘n Rub Spice & Tea Hub in

opportunity, he says: “It’s a historic old

the border between Minnesota and

Stillwater and RJ’s Meats in Hudson.

stone structure, and it’s got a really

Wisconsin). A city covering just over

RJ’s “does really nice custom cuts of

nice kitchen.”

7 miles, Hudson offers even more local

whatever meat you like,” he says. “It

shops and restaurants to explore,

even has a meat vending machine out

Diebel says.

front if you need meat on the fly.”

Where to dine: If you’re staying at the

the St. Croix Baking Co. because they

where you’ll discover more than 100

Lora Hotel, Diebel suggests checking

do it way better than you could anyway,”

locally owned businesses selling

out the attached restaurant, Feller, and

Diebel says with a laugh. They offer

antiques, books, jewelry, specialty food

its cocktail lounge, the Long Goodbye.

artistic cakes and macaroons as well as

items and much more.

Both feature Minnesota-sourced

classics like croissants and muffins.

downtown or closer to the river, be sure
to wander up and down Main Street,

Diebel’s favorite way to pass the

After cooking, “farm out dessert to

ingredients and locally distilled spirits.

For drinks, “sip on a great whiskey

time, however, is getting out on the

Regional specialties include smoked

water. The Stillwater Boat Club has

walleye fritters, elk burgers and braised

Liquor is a store located in what used

half-day pontoon rentals, so “you can

venison ragu.

to be a brewery built into the side of

that you found in a cave.” Casanova

just go out and putter,” he says. “It’s a

Lolo American Kitchen is another

very wide river, but there are sandbars

of Diebel’s go-to restaurants for its fun

whiskey selection,” Diebel says, “and

[where] you can stop and go wading.”

atmosphere (see the chefs work their

I’m always looking for things that are

magic up close—part of the kitchen is

hard to find in Iowa.”

He also enjoys popping over to
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a cave in 1870. “It has a really extensive

■
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What to do: Whether you’re staying

PHOTOGRAPHER: SOMOS STUDIOS
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APOSTO MAKES ALL THEIR PASTA BY HAND. SEE PAGE 76.

SPONSORED BY:
IOWA BEEF
SAZERAC
SOUTHERN GLAZIERS
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Nicely done, beef.
You’re a conversation
starter and main course.

iabeef.org

PROUD TO BE A SPONSOR OF RESTAURANT WEEK

Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits of Iowa
4377 112th St, Urbandale | 515.252.7173 | jfoster@sgws.com
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EAST VILLAGE
The dining destination has options
to explore for every palate—fine dining,
farm-to-table, pizza, plus to-go options.

PLACE
YOUR
ORDERS
Your Guide to Eating Local
During Restaurant Week Aug. 19-28
WRITERS: BETH ESLINGER AND HAILEY ALLEN
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

C

elebrate the 15th year of Restaurant Week by scoring some
epic deals and exclusive dishes at 33 of our city’s top
restaurants. With two full weekends of dining and a variety of
meal deals, there’s no reason not to check out a hot new
spot or revisit one of your faves.
The Restaurant Week dinner specials are $40 to $80, and
lunches are $15 to $25 (it’s still summer—grab your besties or colleagues
and enjoy a long midday break). You can still order menu regulars at most of
the eateries. When you’re there, ask if there’s a signature drink for an extra
charge and if there are incentives for repeat visits.
Be sure to bookmark DSMRestaurantWeek.com for all the dining
options. Menus will be posted in early August.

ALBA
UPSCALE AND RELIABLE

If you think American food means burgers and
fries, you’d be … technically right. But this
East Village restaurant has been conjuring
imaginative takes on the classics for nearly
15 years. They offer a house burger, beefed up
with truffle aioli and Prairie Breeze fondue, and
chorizo fries with pickled jalapeños. The chefs
use seasonal ingredients, so the malleable
menu changes often to let the ingredients
shine. Other innovative takes include crawfish
beignets as well as chicken with saffron risotto.
The gnocchi and New York strip stroganoff are
consistent surefire hits.
Editor’s tip: The corner restaurant hosts
happy hour every day from 4 to 6 p.m., so
come early for $6 cocktails before your main
meal; reservations recommended.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 524 E. Sixth St.
Website: albadsm.com
CLYDE’S FINE DINER
A MODERN TAKE

Behind the U-shaped bar, a record player
serenades guests, but that’s about where the
old-school stops at this 3-year-old spot. The
bartenders offer reimagined cocktails and bold
bottles of imported wine. The chef, Chris
Hoffmann, mixes up the ever-changing menu
to suit the season or his mood. His creativity
lets loose in the entrees, but their tried-andtrue sandwiches, salads and starters are
equally tasty. Their Caesar Sprouts (fried
Brussels with house Caesar, lemon,
breadcrumbs, sunflower seeds) are a crowd
favorite.
Editor’s tip: Swing by on Wednesdays for
oysters and half-price bottles of wine. The wine
list changes even more often than the food
menu so there’s always a new variety to try.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 111 E. Grand Ave.
Website: clydesfinediner.com
FRANKA PIZZERIA
ITALIAN GOODNESS

Opened in late 2020 by Alexander and Whitney
Hall of St. Kilda fame, this corner eatery serves
Neopolitan pies as well as salads and
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sandwiches. See “Fresh Fare in a Modern
Setting” on page 77 for more information
about the restaurant group.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 111 E. Grand Ave., Suite 100
Website: frankapizzeria.com/east-village

CHAT WITH
CHEF JESS KRUZSLICZ

New on the scene in May in the glassy Krause
building (Kum & Go headquarters), the Italian
eatery specializes in coffee, lunch and
aperitivos—a pre-meal drink. Chef Michael
LaValle of the Des Moines Embassy Club is
focusing on local, seasonal ingredients and
scratch-made pasta in this first-floor cafe. Plus,
there’s a patio overlooking downtown.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 1459 Grand Ave.
Website: alloradsm.com

Focusing on farm-to-table since its inception in
2012, the eatery run by Suman Hoque prides
itself on quality ingredients, a varied wine list
and excellent service. Veggies star on the
menu in the Mediterranean and Momtaz Vegan
bowls, while pescatarians and meat-eaters can
order salmon, lamb and duck eggs. Signature
cocktails change with the season; many
showcase house-made ingredients like
peppercorn cherry bitters.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 303 E. Fifth St.
Website: hoqtable.com

An extensive, innovative wine list (including
wine on tap), charcuterie and fine desserts by
Doré Bakery are all hallmarks of this shop.
Other local partners include Maytag Dairy,
La Quercia, Milton Creamery and Berkshire
Farms. Choose from a variety of charcuterie
boards, gourmet sandwiches (the Purveyor is
a favorite) and baked goods. Look for lunch
and brunch specials as well as signature drinks.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 505 E. Grand Ave.
Website: purveyordsm.com
TRELLIS CAFE
GOODNESS FROM THE GARDEN

Fitting of its home inside the Greater
Des Moines Botanical Garden, this lunch
favorite focuses on a plant-based menu that
changes monthly. Sit outside and enjoy the
gardens or grab a table overlooking the water
garden. Soups, pastas and salads are strong
suits at chef Lisa Lavelle’s restaurant, but
you can also find sandwiches loaded with
seasonal ingredients. Look for local heirloom
tomatoes as menu stars. Sunday brunch is
available from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 909 Robert D. Ray Drive
Website: trelliscafedsm.com
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Park it in the city center for an evening of
fine dining or come early for a fun start to
the weekend.
ALLORA CAFE
TABLE WITH A VIEW

HOQ
SOURCING 20+ AREA GROWERS

THE PURVEYOR
TAKE IT TO GO

DOWNTOWN

BUBBA
A TASTE OF THE SOUTH

WHO: Jess Kruzslicz was named Bubba’s
executive chef in April 2021. She chats with
dsm about her background and this year’s
Restaurant Week menu.
DSM: Can you tell us more about your career
prior to Bubba?
KRUZSLICZ: I went to culinary school at
Western Culinary Institute in Portland,
Oregon, which allowed me to explore other
countries like New Zealand, Hungary and
Greece. By cooking around the globe,
I gained experience in multiple cuisines and
in different settings—restaurants, hotels,
resorts and country clubs.
DSM: What’s your plan for 2022 Restaurant
Week?
KRUZSLICZ: For the vegetarians, we’ll have
okra and sweet corn hush puppies and crispy
cauliflower tacos with kale slaw. And for
seafood and meat fans, a sliced brisket
sandwich with peach-bourbon glaze as well
as Old Bay seared scallops with bacon-apple
chutney and grit cakes. And since every
Restaurant Week meal comes with dessert,
we’ve dialed in our snickerdoodle doughnut
hole muffins with citrus glaze and peach
custard pie with streusel topping. —KARLA WALSH

As soon as you walk through the historic
entryway of the Clemens building, you’ll feel
transported to the comforting home of a
Southern belle. And she’s ready to serve all the
feel-good standards, such as chicken and
waffles and shrimp and grits. Or try something
new like the bowtie burger (which includes
pimento cheese and pecan-smoked bacon).
New menu additions include lighter fare. And it
wouldn’t be Southern-inspired without whiskey.
Luckily Bubba boasts one of the largest
selections in the city. Learn more about
executive chef Jess Kruzslicz at left.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 200 10th St.
Website: bubbadsm.com
CENTRO
ITALIAN FOR THE URBANITE

Crisp white tablecloths adorn the tables, and
vintage-style Italian posters advertising colorful
wares line the walls. For 20 years, Des Moines
residents have gathered here to enjoy an
upscale Italian experience. Savor steamed
mussels in a buttery white wine sauce, try
artisanal pizzas on the patio, or feel like a
Wall Street wolf while feasting on the CentroCut NY Strip.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 1003 Locust St.
Website: centrodesmoines.com

PROOF: PAGE 75

PANKA PERUVIAN RESTAURANT: PAGE 76

CLYDE’S FINE DINER: PAGE 71

MOTLEY SCHOOL TAVERN: PAGE 76
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SHARE YOUR FAVORITE RESTAURANT WEEK MEALS
AND INFLUENCER-WORTHY FOOD PHOTOS WITH US!
TAG US IN YOUR POSTS AND STORIES
@DSMRESTAURANTWEEK OR USE #DSMRW22
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DJANGO
FRENCH HITS

During the afternoon happy hour, this airy
dining room is bathed in sunset glow shining
through the floor-to-ceiling windows facing the
Pappajohn Sculpture Park. This ambience and
elegant French cuisine by chef-owner Derek
Eidson make date night (or a regular Tuesday)
seem all the more romantic. Cozy up in a booth
to savor warm beef bourguignon (short rib
braised with red wine) or sit at the bar for
classic cocktails alongside charcuterie and
oysters shucked right in front of you.
Editor’s tip: Ask about their rotating
specialty cocktail; a new one is created each
week from scratch by the ace bartenders.
They’ll be serving a signature cocktail for an
additional price during Restaurant Week.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 1420 Locust St.
Website: djangodesmoines.com
MALO
CONTEMPORARY LATIN

Malo’s breezy patio and Latin-inspired menu is
ready anytime you’re in the mood for
a getaway without leaving home. Iowa meets
Latin America with the Lobster Corn Queso,
with sweet corn, lobster and jalapeño giving
the classic dip a new life. Find the Midwest
treatment in other dishes, with Iowa pork
carnitas in the Posole Colorado Soup, buns
from local South Union Bakery for the Cuban
sandwiches, and more Iowa sweet corn in the
enchiladas.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 900 Mulberry St.
Website: malodesmoines.com
MASH + MARROW COCKTAIL LOUNGE
A MODERN TWIST

Located in the downtown Marriott, this streetlevel restaurant serves classic American
standards like burgers, beef strip steak, and
Caesar salad. For a taste of Texas, try chef
Derek Breitbach’s pork belly tacos; he
developed the recipe while working in the Lone
Star State. Other signature dishes include
bacon jalapeño corn dip, Graziano flatbread,
and their top cocktail, the Marrow Manhattan,
made with Cedar Ridge bourbon. End the meal
with a sweet bite of berry shortcake or white
chocolate cranberry bread pudding.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 700 Grand Ave.
Website: Google “Mash + Marrow”

CHAT WITH
CHEF DIEGO RODRIGUEZ

MULBERRY STREET TAVERN
TIMELESS AND APPROACHABLE

Located inside the upscale Surety Hotel
downtown, this chic 2020 restaurant dishes
reliable favorites like half chicken, seasonal pot
pies, Scotch eggs and the chef’s board topped
with tasty cheese and meats; there are
vegetarian options, too. Amid the space’s rich
wood tones and clubby furniture, a classic
cocktail such as a DSM Highball made with
Cedar Ridge bourbon seems completely
appropriate. Find Iowa beers on tap and wines
by the glass. New chef Rateb Aburas is adding
items to the menu, including wood-fired whole
trout with salsa Veracruz and a smoked pork
chop with a Middle Eastern flair.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 206 Sixth Ave.
Website: suretyhotel.com/food-and-drink/
PROOF
DIVERSE FLAVOR PROFILES

WHO: Diego Rodriguez has been the executive
chef at Proof downtown since 2019. Here
he shares news about the revised menu and
what to expect during Restaurant Week.
DSM: Proof switched to a mainly tasting
menu format in early 2022. Why did you
decide now was the time to make a la carte
ordering the exception rather than the rule?
RODRIGUEZ: We used to offer tasting menus
every night upon request and would change
the menu almost daily. Now, we launch our
new tasting menu every second Saturday of
the month and run it for a full 30 days before
changing it again. Since Proof is such a small
business and team, this decision seemed to
be the best fit for us. For guests looking for
more casual fare, we still offer a “For the
Table” menu that they can choose from.
DSM: Can you give us any sneak peeks into
your Restaurant Week plans?
RODRIGUEZ: As a chef I have to ensure we are
not only cooking for our guests but also for
ourselves. We must cook food we enjoy and
love to eat—without that component, there is
no personal connection to the menu we serve.
Each dish on our four-course menu will be
something we’re excited about making and
food we think our guests will enjoy. Definitely
save room for some high-quality fish and
Iowa’s best proteins presented with respect
and seasonality.
—KARLA WALSH

In business for a decade, the modern, intimate
restaurant overlooking the Pappajohn Sculpture
Park promises creative dishes plated simply
and beautifully. Menu favorites include Wagyu
Steak Tartare, roasted chicken, citrus-cured
fluke filled with acid and spice, and tarts to
end the night on a bright note. Learn more
about the recent menu updates in “Chat with
Chef Diego Rodriguez,” at left.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 1301 Locust St., Suite C
Website: proofdsm.com
PROUDFOOT & BIRD
HIGH-STYLE GLAMOUR

The corner bistro in the newly renovated Hotel
Fort Des Moines stars executive chef Andrew
Wilson’s creations like Alaskan salmon served
with rye berries and beets, and black cod with
miso. Wilson recently worked at Charlie
Palmer’s Dry Creek Kitchen in Healdsburg,
California, and earned a Best Chefs America
website nod during his time at the Hu Hotel in
Memphis, Tennessee. Order lighter vegetarian
sides such as the charred carrots or roast
cauliflower with spiced pepitas.
Restaurant Week Price: $60–$70
Address: 1000 Walnut St.
Facebook: facebook.com/ProudfootBirdIA/
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SPLASH SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL
SIGNATURE FISH

Since 1998, the Locust Street hot spot has
been dishing fish, tasty lobster and Alaskan
King Crab, plus oysters on the half-shell.
Seafood is flown in from both coasts daily, but
you can also order filet mignon or New York
strip if beef is your thing. Chef Dominic
Iannarelli recommends the Chilean Seabass
Meuniere, which is dredged in flour and
sauteed in butter. Grab a seat at the raw bar
for a casual date night with a glass of wine, or
go formal in the dining room decked in crisp
white tablecloths.
Restaurant Week Price: $70–$80
Address: 303 Locust St., Suite 100
Website: splash-seafood.com
ST. KILDA CAFE & BAKERY
CONTEMPORARY AND CASUAL

The original restaurant just south of downtown
has been serving breakfast favorites like
avocado toast and espresso since 2017. Learn
more about the restaurant group at “Fresh
Fare in a Modern Setting” on page 77.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 300 S.W. Fifth St.
Website: stkildadsm.com/cafe-bakery
TUPELO HONEY
HOMEMADE SOUTHERN

Sitting under the greenery lining the ceiling,
surrounded by floor-to-ceiling windows and
Southern hospitality, you’ll feel like you just
landed in the Carolina mountains. Tupelo
Honey features a scratch menu and ingredients
sourced from local farmers and other
sustainably farmed or wild-caught sources.
The ingredients upgrade classic dishes like
their famous fried green tomatoes and honeydusted fried chicken. And what’s better for
brunch than chicken and waffles (try their
Siracha honey version) or a Southwest
scramble?
Editor’s tip: For a real vacation vibe,
unwind on their open patio with a cold
Tupeloma, their take on a classic paloma.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 665 Grand Ave.
Website: tupelohoneycafe.com
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BEYOND DOWNTOWN
Take a short drive to experience several
James Beard-nominated restaurants plus
unique South American flavors.
APOSTO
CLASSY AND INTIMATE

Ensconced by glittering chandeliers and deep
wood finishes, with chefs handmaking each
pasta noodle by hand, it’s easy to feel like
royalty in the refurbished Victorian-mansionturned-restaurant. The enchanting atmosphere
is the perfect backdrop for the curated menu
that changes seasonally. During Restaurant
Week, expect to be treated to Lemmo’s
Cavatelli, named after Aposto’s founder Tony
Lemmo. The famous dish consists of perfectly
cooked pasta tossed with a marinara sauce,
homemade Calabrian sausage, Romano cheese
and ground fennel. Grab a table on the
wraparound porch if the weather abides.
Restaurant Week Price: $50–$60
Address: 644 18th St.
Website: apostodm.com
HARBINGER
INSPIRED DINING

This cozy spot on Ingersoll Avenue and 28th
Street has the air of a hidden gem and the
reputation of a classic cornerstone. The smallplate-focused menu is an ode to chef Joe
Tripp’s travels around Asia. Find Far East
influences in imaginative American cuisine like
pork tonkatsu served with yuzu dressing,
potato pave with wagarashi mustard, tempurafried asparagus and more. Tripp was named a
James Beard semifinalist for Best Chef:
Midwest in 2018 and 2019.
Editor’s tip: If you’re a matcha fan like
this editor, try the caramelized coconut tart
(it’s made with matcha curd).
Restaurant Week Price: $50-$60
Address: 2724 Ingersoll Ave.
Website: harbingerdsm.com
MOTLEY SCHOOL TAVERN
EAT, DRINK, TALK

That’s the tag line at the Beaver Avenue
hangout. It’s a top spot for happy hour, with
half-price wines by the glass or bottle, plus
two-for-one snacks like their signature fried
bologna sandwich or house-made pimento
cheese. Entrees are reliably delicious—chef
Nic Gonwa (nominated for a James Beard
when he was at Eatery A) recommends the

buttermilk pancakes, gnocchi and smoked
pastrami. For drinks, order a refreshing mule or
a spicy bloody mary.
Editor’s tip: The daily-made pies are not to
be missed. On our scouting trip we sampled
Dutch apple with buttermilk ice cream that
tasted like salted caramel. The shrimp and
grits are also perfection.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 1903 Beaver Ave.
Website: mstdsm.com
PANKA PERUVIAN RESTAURANT
UPSCALE SOUTH AMERICAN

Sandwiched between two fast-casual spots,
Panka offers a surprise inside, with a
sophisticated, open dining area and exposed
kitchen. Come for happy hour Tuesday through
Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m., when you can snag
$5 wine and apps such a crunchy pork belly
and marinated mussels. Seafood abounds on
the menu—there are 10 types of ceviche with
various toppings, including corn and sweet
potato. For a main, try the Lomo Saltado,
savory and filling stir-fried beef with tomatoes
and onions.
Editor’s tip: Catch a table at the bar to
watch the flames fly in the exposed open
kitchen.
Restaurant Week price: $40–$50
Address: 2708 Ingersoll Ave., Suite 200
Website: pankadsm.com

SUBURBS
Find stellar wine selections, date-night
cuisine, and fun and games outside
Des Moines proper.
AURA
INVITING VIBES

With tapas such as pot stickers spiced with
ginger, Korean fried cauliflower and Drunken
Garlic Mussels, you’ll likely be tempted to
snack on a variety of small plates. After
sampling some of these tasty bites, order the
Butcher’s Board for the table. It’s 16 ounces of
tri-tip with wild mushrooms, red wine glaze
and whole-roasted garlic. Not to miss are the
smoked cocktails. New on the menu is the
Judy, made with smoked vodka and Revelton
honey whiskey.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 12851 University Ave., Suite 400
Website: auradsm.com

ST. KILDA GROUP
FRESH FARE IN A MODERN SETTING

FRANKA PIZZERIA: PAGE 78

London-born, Australia-raised Alexander Hall,
who owns the St. Kilda and Franka Pizzeria
group with his wife, Urbandale native
Whitney Hall, previously owned five cafes in
New York City before opening their first
St. Kilda south of downtown in 2017. And
now they've repeated with another five in
Greater Des Moines.
All their restaurants—two downtown,
one in West Des Moines and two next-door
neighbors in Clive—exude a clean, open
aesthetic, with midcentury tables, sleek
wallpapers and brickwork.
All three of the St. Kilda restaurants
offer light, healthy, colorfully plated options to
start the day. Order house-made granola and
chia yogurt or their famous avocado toast.
Coffee drinks and fresh-squeezed juices are
a must-try, as are cocktails. For dinner at the
Collective in Valley Junction, order the
salmon with cauliflower risotto or Roman
gnocchi crafted with butternut squash, San
Marzano tomatoes, basil and parm. All three
restaurants are serving brunch and lunch for
Restaurant Week this year.
Fans of thin-crust pizza find both red
and white sauce options at Franka Pizzeria;
creative toppings vary from asparagus to
roasted corn, but there are traditional options
for those who love a classic pepperoni or
Margherita. You’ll find small plates, salads
and sandwiches at both the East Village and
Clive locations.
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DISTRICT 36 WINE BAR
RELAX POST-SHOPPING

Plan on dinner with wine after checking out
boutiques in Prairie Trail. Learn more about the
restaurant group in “Keeping With Tradition,”
at right.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 1375 S.W. Vintage Parkway, Ankeny
Website: district36winebar.com

THE URBAN RESTAURANT GROUP
KEEPING WITH TRADITION

FIREBIRDS WOOD FIRED GRILL
OPTIONS FOR EVERY PALATE

Whether you’re looking for a healthy salad (try
the Superfoods with sushi-grade tuna, avocado
and organic ancient grains) or something
heartier like wood-grilled salmon or aged ribeye, the Jordan Creek restaurant has plenty of
options. Enhance your steak with herb butter or
perhaps a lobster tail. Try one of their fancy
cocktails and mocktails or a bite of layered
lemon cake with fresh blueberries. There’s
brunch on the weekend, too, with drink
specials.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 440 S. 68th St., West Des Moines
Website: west-des-moines.firebirdsrestaurants.
com
FLEMING’S PRIME STEAKHOUSE & WINE BAR
PERFECT FOR A FORMAL DATE

This Jordan Creek restaurant is the place to go
for a steak dinner. Prepared to perfection,
mains like the filet mignon, certified Angus
beef rib-eye, and prime New York strip are the
true stars here, as is the top-notch wine list.
The sides are equally inspiring, especially the
crispy Brussels sprouts and bacon, pankocrusted onion rings and to-die-for potatoes au
gratin. Don’t feel like having a steak? No
problem; beyond the beef, Fleming’s also
excels at dishes like lobster tails and misoglazed Chilean sea bass. Try to save a little
room for the decadent chocolate lava cake or
vanilla bean crème brûlée.
Editor’s tip: The service here is stellar,
with pros who are knowledgeable and attentive.
Describe how you want your cut of choice
prepared and your wish will be granted.
Restaurant Week Price: $70–$80
Address: 150 S. Jordan Creek Parkway,
West Des Moines
Website: flemingssteakhouse.com
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FRANKA PIZZERIA
SERIOUSLY FAST, SERIOUSLY GOOD

Watch the pizza chef prepare your Neopolitan
pie in the open kitchen. Learn more about the
restaurant group in “Fresh Fare in a Modern
Setting,” page 77.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 12695 University Ave., Suite 100,
Clive
Website: frankapizzeria.com/clive
RANGE RESTAURANT + COCKTAIL BAR
TAKE A SWING

The Urban Grill and its partner restaurants
Urban Cellar and District 36 Wine Bar
consistently deliver with elevated American
cuisine amid cozy environs.
The family-run businesses owned by
Jean and Dave Thompson, who purchased
the Urban Grill from longtime friend and
former neighbor Skip Bachman in 2005, is
known for tasty upgrades on favorite entrees
like steak de Burgo (they serve a chicken
option) and beef tenderloin rolled with Italian
sausage and herbs. At all three locations
you’ll find signature pastas, steaks and
seafood as well as sandwiches and pizzas.
To experience the original location,
Urban Grill on 86th Street in Urbandale, grab
a table outside on the patio or a booth by the
fireplace if the weather’s chilly. Get here
early, as the place fills up fast. In West
Des Moines, Urban Cellar has a casual datenight vibe; try the tomahawk pork chop or
perfectly cooked scallops for something
decadent. After dining, shop the market
counter with charcuterie fixings and wine to
go. In Ankeny’s Prairie Trail, District 36
Wine Bar also exudes a casual yet intimate
ambiance. The restaurant offers wines by the
glass as well as whiskey and signature
drinks. Try the steak Delmonico, an 18-ounce
marinated ribeye.

It might sound like a novelty combining fine
dining and golf, but this Urbandale experience
is legit even for nongolfers. With a high-end
sports bar vibe, the menu includes steaks,
flatbreads and burgers; you’ll want to start
your meal with one of the signature cocktails or
bourbon-based drinks (try the Old-Fashioned).
The Wagyu Beef Flat Iron, finished with a
shallot-garlic reduction and served with housemade lobster risotto, is always on par. Golfers
can book a tee-time in one of the bays to
swing amid perfect conditions.
Restaurant Week Price: $40-$50
Address: 11865 Hickman Road, Urbandale
Website: rangedesmoines.com
ST. KILDA CAFE & BAKERY
EURO AMBIENCE

The newest restaurant in the St. Kilda group,
which opened in March, will serve lunch and
brunch for this year’s event in their modern
Clive space (formerly Table 128). Read about
the group in “Fresh Fare in a Modern Setting”
on page 77.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 12695 University Ave., Suite 140,
Clive
Website: stkildadsm.com/clive
ST. KILDA COLLECTIVE
OPEN AND BRIGHT

Baking bread, croissants and other pastries for
the St. Kilda restaurants, this Valley Junction
cafe is a perfect way to start a weekend or
escape from the crowds during the Thursday
farmers market. Read about the group in
“Fresh Fare in a Modern Setting” on page 77.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 333 Fifth St., West Des Moines
Website: stkildadsm.com/collective
Continues on page 80

Panka is a Peruvian restaurant founded by Mariela Maya.
Panka offers a unique variety of dishes from seafood to
appetizers, drinks, and desserts, all of which are authentic
Peruvian cuisine! Catering and to-go orders are available.

A fine diner - the perfect mix of fine dining and the
neighborhood diner. Upscale American cuisine, craft
cocktails, great vinyl, and nice people!
111 E Grand Avenue, Suite 111 • Des Moines
(515) 243-3686 • clydesfinediner.com

2708 Ingersoll Avenue, Ste 200 • Des Moines
(515) 244-1430 • pankadsm.com

At Aposto, everything is right. We are a one-of-a-kind
destination devoted to modern takes on classic Italian
cuisine, located in historic Sherman Hill.
644 18th Street • Des Moines
(515) 244-1353 • apostodm.com

Chef Nic Gonwa curates the perfect blend of
neighborhood hangout and refined eatery, showcasing
elevated comfort food that exceeds what we have come
to expect from local taverns.
1903 Beaver Avenue • Des Moines
(515) 279-0075 • motleyschooltavern.com

APOSTO
C U R A T E D D I N N E R S at the S C A L A H O U S E

MST

Bubba offers chef-driven Southern comfort food and
craft cocktails in the heart of downtown. Enjoy brunch,
lunch and dinner favorites in Bubba’s comfortably
elegant dining room and patio.
200 10th Street • Des Moines
(515) 257-4744 • bubbadsm.com

Proudfoot & Bird is the definition of fine dining.
Showcasing local, sustainable and organic ingredients,
along with an award-winning wine list, in a setting
reminiscent of days past.
1000 Walnut Street • Des Moines
(515) 957-2400 • opentable.com
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BOLD
RUBS FOR
SUMMER
GRILLING

allspice
CULINARY HERBS, SPICES,
OILS & VINEGARS
400 EAST LOCUST IN DES MOINES’ EAST VILLAGE
ALLSPICEONLINE.COM

Continued from page 78

TROSTEL’S GREENBRIAR RESTAURANT & BAR
A CLASSIC FOR 35 YEARS

The green awning at this Merle Hay Road
institution has been greeting generations of
families since 1987. Savor the Des Moines
creation steak de Burgo (topped with butter,
garlic and herbs) or a Gunpowder Ribeye,
which was developed by founder Paul Trostel.
Find lighter options such as salads and seafood
as well as pizza and seasonal specialties from
chef Matthew Schmeisser. Have a seat in the
elegant dining room or grab a table on the
inviting and expansive patio.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 5810 Merle Hay Road, Johnson
Website: greenbriartrostels.com
URBAN CELLAR
GREAT WINE SELECTION

Shop for wine to take home after a meal of
comfort cuisine. The scallops are crispy on the
outside and flaky inside. Learn more about the
restaurant group in “Keeping Sith Tradition,”
page 78.
Restaurant Week Price: $40–$50
Address: 640 S. 50th St., West Des Moines
Website: urbancellarwdm.com
URBAN GRILL
COME EARLY TO SNAG A TABLE

The cozy spot on 86th Street in Urbandale is
known for signature pastas and prime rib,
which is full of flavor and fork-tender. Learn
more about the restaurant group in “Keeping
With Tradition,” page 78.
Restaurant Week Price:
Address: 3651 86th St, Urbandale
Website: theurbangrilldm.com ■
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Mulberry Street Tavern’s vibrant setting produces shareable
worldly tavern fare and hearty entrees with hands down the
best burger. Paired together with cocktails, wines, and an
array of beers makes this the ultimate dining destination.

Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse and Wine Bar located at
Jordan Creek Town Center is an outstanding choice to
enjoy an exceptional Prime steak, glass of wine or
handcrafted cocktail.

206 6th Avenue • Des Moines
(515) 985-2066 • suretyhotel.com/food-and-drink

150 S Jordan Creek Parkway • West Des Moines
(515) 457-2916 • flemingssteakhouse.com

Garrett Dotsch, general manager at Alba, elevates every
aspect of guests’ dining experience. With elegant dishes,
well-curated wine and cocktails and the tiniest details, he
eagerly invites you for a memorable visit.

Lively & flavorful tapas along with vibrant cocktails offer a
unique shared experience that challenges the traditional.
It’s good vibes only! Our invigorating environment is the
perfect place to gather friends and family.

524 E. Sixth Street • Des Moines
(515) 244-0261 • albadsm.com

12851 University Avenue, Ste 400 • Clive
(515) 225-6005 • auradsm.com

Experience a modern twist on American classics at
Mash + Marrow. The ideal place to sample seasonal
cuisine or sip a handcrafted cocktail unwinding with
friends and colleagues.

We are a small, locally-owned restaurant with one-ofa-kind menu options and a unique concept combining
the top tier ingredients in our food and signature
cocktails with our professional entertainment option.

700 Grand Avenue • Des Moines
(515) 245-5500 • desmoinesmarriott.com

11865 Hickman Road • Urbandale
(515) 252-7500 • rangedesmoines.com
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THE WORLD'S MOST

AWARD-WINNING
DISTILLERY
In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by early
American pioneers. On the spot where the buffalo
migration route crossed the Kentucky river, this National
Historic Landmark has been making legendary bourbon
whiskey for over 200 years. Today, Buffalo Trace crafts the
best collection of bourbons and whiskies in the world by
honoring tradition and embracing change.

Distilled and bottled by Buffalo Trace Distillery, Frankfort, KY. Alcohol by
volume varies by product. www.buffalotracedistillery.com.
1-800-654-8471. Please Drink Responsibly.
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ART OVER WINE

AUCTION FEATURING ART BY
CENTRAL IOWA ARTISTS
HORS D’OEUVRES &
WINE TASTING
AUGUST 9, 2022 | 5-7 PM
JASPER WINERY
2400 GEORGE FLAGG PKWY
$25 PER PERSON

A PLACE WHERE
WONDER AND CURIOSITY

COME TO LIFE

PURCHASE TICKETS AT:

515-280-1674 OR
WWW.REBUILDINGDM.ORG

SCIENCE CENTER OF IOWA | WWW.SCIOWA.ORG

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT:

CELEBRATING 25+ YEARS HELPING
FAMILIES IN OUR COMMUNITY

ON VIEW
through September 25, 2022
VISIT
desmoinesartcenter.org
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Hanging baskets of shadeloving ferns and caladiums are
suspended from mature trees in
Don and Margo Blumenthal’s
7-acre West Des Moines
garden, bringing the foliage up
to eye level.
Right: Summer-blooming
zinnias in carnival colors attract
beneficial insects like this
Eastern Tiger Swallowtail
pausing for a sip of nectar.
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LIFE OF THE
GARDEN PARTY

A PHILANTHROPIC WEST DES MOINES COUPLE
TRANSFORMED THEIR LANDSCAPE INTO A VIBRANT
DESTINATION FOR AL FRESCO ENTERTAINING
AND FUNDRAISING.
WRITER: JAMES AUGUSTUS BAGGETT
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY
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A chorus line of plant stands spills over
with golden creeping Jenny and are
crowned with cheerful pink wax
begonias. This display adds privacy
and defines one side of a brick patio off
Don’s home office.
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M

argo and Don Blumenthal
know how to have a good
time. The prominent
philanthropists have spent the
past 52 years turning an old
cornfield on a dirt road in
what is now West Des Moines
into a magical 7-acre

whimsical landscape custom-made for casual get-togethers
as well as lavish fundraising parties for local charities.
Their eclectic five-bedroom house (complete with a full
gym, an indoor swimming pool, and an attached
greenhouse rescued from the Rusty Scupper on Grand
Avenue) is set a quarter-mile from the road, surrounded by
generous containers of blooming color, easy-care

DON AND
MARGO
BLUMENTHAL

perennials and large drifts of ornamental grasses. Wellappointed terraces provide sweeping views of a pond that
features fountains illuminated with colored lights at night,
as well as their very own Loch Ness monster, an amusing
water sculpture of a dolphin-tailed serpent.
The entire 23-acre property is encircled by 8-foot-tall
steel fencing pierced with foot-round circles, which
was repurposed from sheets of industrial steel once used

the deck is our favorite party space. The view is
spectacular and lends itself to beautiful evenings that last
sometimes too long into the night.”
Besides the deck, the property includes additional

by Don’s steel company to cut cultivator discs for John

outdoor entertaining spaces with expansive vistas,

Deere tractors.

a separate office building with a five-car garage, and

“There is nothing better after a long day than to sit on

a tennis court. The Blumenthals even have their own soda

the deck with a cocktail or glass of wine, enjoy the view

pop vending machine (a gift from local friends Art and

and admire the wildlife that come to drink at the pond in the

Carol Wittern, who own a vending machine manufacturing

early evening,” says Margo, a master gardener who

business).

fashions exquisite bouquets from the garden for her
parties. “We use the entire house for entertaining; however,

The landscaped areas grew as they expanded their
house. “Because we were in the steel business, we
Continues on page 92
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Clockwise from top left:
Unsuspecting guests are enchanted to
discover a sculpture of a serpent with
a dolphin tail emerging from the pond
like a resident Loch Ness monster.
The Blumenthals have stocked the pond
with fish, including grass carp, bluegill
and smallmouth bass; the fountain
aerates the water and provides an
evening light show for special occasions.
The quarter-mile-long driveway leads
past the pond and is lined with mature
shade trees.
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“THERE IS NOTHING
BETTER AFTER A
LONG DAY THAN TO
SIT ON THE DECK
WITH A COCKTAIL
OR GLASS OF WINE,
ENJOY THE VIEW
AND ADMIRE THE
WILDLIFE THAT
COME TO DRINK AT
THE POND IN THE
EARLY EVENING.”
MARGO BLUMENTHAL
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Continued from page 89

Left: The well-appointed

Right: The polka dot-pierced

had access to large steel beams that span the structure of

31-by-60-foot deck can

fencing is constructed from

the house, allowing us to build out the lower level from

accommodate more than a

sheets of industrial steel

dozen sit-down dinner guests

repurposed from Don’s steel

and includes a quartet of comfy

company and allows for

chaise lounge chairs and a

glimpses into the verdant

freestanding porch swing, the

landscape beyond. Don has

perfect perch for taking in the

donated additional pieces

surrounding vista.

of the steel to be installed at

a basement into a walk-out lower level,” Margo explains.
“We’ve continually adjusted our landscape to fit our
house expansions. This led us to create different focal
landscaped areas.”
The Blumenthals collaborate with landscape designers
Joel and Marcia Sheldon to design the plantings around the

the Greater Des Moines

property and Mary Maltby to compose the containers and

Botanical Garden.

hanging baskets. “They have mastered the art of keeping
deer from topping off the flowers, and they plant
appropriate flowers that deer don’t relish,” Margo says.
Their original landscape architect, Yale Moeller, filled in

The repurposed steel fencing was Don’s inspiration

a ravine and shaped the depression into the 1-acre pond.

and lends a distinctively contemporary feel to the periphery,

The fountains in the pond help aerate it to keep it healthy

providing polka-dot glimpses into the verdant landscape

and also provide a colorful light show on command. But the

inside. “It’s a great way to recycle,” Margo says. “Plus, it’s

Loch Ness monster sculpture is pure whimsy.

a unique and useful fence.”

“We thought the pond needed a fun character to

Their garden was an especially delightful place to

entertain us as well as our guests,” Margo says. “If you

spend time during the COVID lockdown, Margo says, where

come to our pond in the evening, it’s dark and you don’t

the couple enjoyed “the beauty of our property and … the

know it’s there. It can create a frightening reaction.”

many critters that roam and fly around us.”
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BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME AT

GRAND RIDGE

COME SEE BEAUTIFUL ACREAGE
LOTS IN WEST DES MOINES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buy Now – Build Now
Bring Your Own Builder
Toyshed / Outbuilding Approved
No HOA Dues
Walkout / Daylight Lots
Utilities / Streets Complete
Fiber Optic Internet
Access to All West Des Moines Has to Offer

4

3

LOT 3

2

LOT 4

LOT 2

5

1

LOT 5

!
SOLD

LOT 1

6

LOT 6

7

LOT 7

START BUILDING TOMORROW!

LOT 1 36,029 SF | 0.83 ACRES $189,000
LOT 2 34,500 SF | 0.79 ACRES $179,000
LOT 3 40,447 SF | 0.93 ACRES $210,000

AJ ANDERSON

LOT 4 88,827 SF | 2.04 ACRES $199,000

(515) 202-6173
ajanderson@cbdsm.com

LOT 5 146,629 SF | 3.37 ACRES $299,000

LOT 6 146,224 SF | 3.31 ACRES $299,000

Your Trusted Advisor

LOT 7 89,983 SF | 2.07 ACRES $289,000

Building Trust, Creating Value

MEET OUR

MORTGAGE PROFESSIONALS
PURCHASE • REFINANCE • CONSTRUCTION
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Backes
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TAKING
THE
CAKE

WITH RECIPES AND
STORIES FROM 1854 TO
TODAY, A NEW BOOK
RECOUNTS THE HISTORY
OF THE IOWA STATE FAIR
FOOD COMPETITIONS.

“IF A PICTURE CAN PAINT A THOUSAND WORDS, RECIPES CAN
TELL A THOUSAND STORIES,” says Kay Fenton Smith. It’s

a truth she endearingly illustrates throughout her new book,
“Baking Blue Ribbons: Stories and Recipes from the Iowa
State Fair Food Competitions.”
A few years ago, Smith, a passionate cook and avid
State Fair enthusiast with a professional background in

WRITER: WINI MORANVILLE
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

marketing, was surprised that while there are many great
books about the Iowa State Fair and cookbooks with State
Fair recipes, no one had ever told the history of the fair’s
food department and competitions.
“Here we were, the No. 1 state fair food competition in
the nation,” Smith says. “Why wasn’t there a book about it?”
So she decided to write one.
For help, she teamed up with Carol McGarvey, who
worked for the Des Moines Register for 33 years as a
features reporter on the food, gardening and home beats;
come each August, she reported on the food competitions
at the fair. She also has served as a State Fair food judge
for 36 years and counting.
Together, the duo dug deeply into the archives of the
State Fair’s Blue Ribbon Foundation, read through
hundreds of pages of Iowa newspapers, and spoke with
Continues on page 96
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Fairy Cakes, dating from the early 1900s,
are a precursor to today’s cupcakes. A light
glaze, fresh berries and candied fruit add
sweet decoration. Find the recipe on page 98.
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GET THE BOOK: “Baking Blue Ribbons” will be launched at the Iowa State Fair in
August and available for $25 in the Elwell Family Food Center and at Blue Ribbon
Foundation booths throughout the fairgrounds. You may also order it online at
blueribbonfoundation.org. After the fair, it will be available at various bookstores
and locations throughout the metro.

Continued from page 94

dozens of judges and ribbon-winners and their
descendants to uncover the history, recipes and stories of
“Iowa’s greatest treasure in food.”
The resulting tome brings more than 150 recipes that

picnics: She had her pastry chef develop a recipe for
baking thick chocolaty cookies in a shallow tin and cutting
them into squares. Hence, the brownie was born.
In 1911, Crisco burst onto the scene, and soon after,

will get avid cooks rushing to the kitchen. But first they’ll

an ad proclaimed that the “only good reason why a woman

have to tear themselves away from the compelling stories

should use lard … is because she has not heard of Crisco.”

that each recipe tells, not only of the talented prizewinner

Pistachio pudding was an “it” ingredient of the 1970s,

who crafted it but also of bygone days and of the 168-year
history of the competitions themselves.
It starts with the first fair in 1854, when the event’s
largest cheese (400 pounds) was presented to the

making its way into the trendy Watergate Cake, with its
“Coverup” frosting. The 1990s saw “a wave of Cooking Lite
and Healthy events with low-sodium and low-fat classes.”
The authors also recount the ways in which visionary

Honorable J.W. Grimes, Iowa’s governor-elect, and awards

food superintendents brought changes that, over time,

were given, by male judges, based on how foods looked

transformed the competitions into the seamlessly run

(actual tasting didn’t happen until the 1900s).

juggernaut they are today.

Organized by decades and illustrated with vintage

An overarching takeaway throughout the pages is the

photos, newspaper articles and food advertisements, the

pride, dedication and talent of the contestants—and how

book’s stories and recipes highlight not only winners from

passionate they were about bringing beautiful food to the

the competitions, but also food trends from each era. In

fair, in spite of the challenges in their lives. In 1946, for

the 1890s Bertha Palmer (of Chicago’s famed Palmer

example, when the fair reopened after being shuttered

House Hotel), dreamed up a nice little goodie for ladies’
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Continues on page 98

Anything
But Ordinary

The Elements is a full-service design ﬁrm
and retail store, creating spaces that are
warm and luxurious ... sophisticated and
comfortable ... functional and fun.
Featuring custom furnishings from
Lexington, Norwalk, Moroni, Hooker, Noir,
Sam Moore, Bradington Young and more,
as well as outdoor living furniture from O.W.
Lee, Lane Venture, Summer Classics and
Tommy Bahama for Lexington.

ANKENY, IA, 515.264.5563

■

STORM LAKE, IA, 712.732.2385

elementsbyksorbe.com

VISIT WITH OUR DESIGN TEAM
ABOUT YOUR PROJECT

FAIRY CAKES

Continued from page 96

during World War II, contestants
saved their butter and sugar rations
throughout the year so that they
would have enough for the
competitions come August.
Yet for all the rich stories of
talented cooks in days gone by, the

A

ccording to author Kay

1/2 cup margarine or butter, softened

Fenton Smith, bakeries and

1 cup sugar

grocers in the late 1800s

2 eggs, beaten

and early 1900s advertised

fairy cakes as “a newly discovered
jewel of the cuisine” to be served at

weddings, afternoon teas and other

2/3 cup evaporated milk
1/3 cup water
1/2 teaspoon almond or vanilla extract

special occasions. Of course, once

2 cups flour

book is not just a nostalgia trip. The

these treats got popularized, it was only

1 tablespoon baking powder

a matter of time before they snagged

1/2 teaspoon salt

food competitions remain a living,

their own category in the Iowa State

Fresh fruit and/or fruit jellies, for garnish

breathing, thriving thing. The 2000s

Fair food competitions.

saw Denny and Candy Elwell of

While the little cakes are clearly

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Grease a

ancestors to modern-day cupcakes,

muffin pan or line with paper cupcake

and remodel the former tourism

these cuties—from an early 1900s

liners. Cream butter and sugar; add

building into the open, airy and

recipe—are lighter and fluffier than their

beaten eggs and mix well. In a separate

modern Margaret and James “Bud”

modern-day descendants. The secret to

small bowl, mix evaporated milk, water

this winning texture? Evaporated milk,

and extract; set aside. Sift flour, baking

Ankeny donating $1 million to expand

Elwell Family Food Center. In recent
years, the annual number of
contestants has grown to more than
10,000, with prize purses topping
$75,000.
“We’ve told of the history, but

which Smith says adds moisture

powder and salt into a separate bowl and

without making them heavy or dense.

add to the butter mixture alternately with

Enjoy these simply on their own or

the milk mixture, combining after each

topped with sweetened summer fruits

addition. Pour batter into prepared pan.

and a dollop of whipped cream. They’re

Bake for 20 to 25 minutes or until tops are

also great split in half, spread with jam,

light golden and cupcakes spring back

this book is also about the future,”

and served with whipped cream—a mini

when gently touched. Cool completely.

Smith says. “It’s really about how

variation on a jelly cake, another wildly

Before serving, drizzle with glaze. Once

people continue to cook and bake for

popular dessert of that time.

glaze is dry, garnish with fruit if desired.
Makes 12 cupcakes.

all different reasons.”
She encourages everyone to
enter. “Even if you don’t cook a lot, if

Glaze

you cook something that you’re

1 cup powdered sugar

proud of, there’s room for it at the fair.
If you make it to the sign-in table,

2–3 tablespoons milk, cream or
orange juice

you’ve already won.”

1/2 teaspoon vanilla

■

Mix ingredients well, adding liquid
gradually until glaze reaches desired
consistency. Drizzle over cupcakes.

Adapted from “Baking Blue Ribbons: Stories and Recipes from the Iowa State Food Competitions.”
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Dine somewhere that’s more than the “new spot in town”.
With more than 100 years of excellence, we know how to keep the important
things first. Our staff knows your name, our Chefs stop by your table, our
bartenders keep your favorite liquor behind the bar. Plus, the food is great.

Elevate your dining experience today.

Join The Des Moines Embassy Club at embassyclub.com
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RECOVERY
Youth in
Recovery
PANELISTS

AMBER
RAND

ANDREW
ALLEN

DR. SASHA
KHOSRAVI

JANICE LANE
SCHROEDER

DR. TERI
WAHLIG

THANK YOU
Our Lifting the Veil: Youth in Recovery event was

Adults in Recovery

powerful and captivating. If you attended our discussion,

November 17, 2022
at 12:00 p.m.

thank you for furthering the conversation around mental
health and well-being. A special thank you to our sponsors
for supporting our efforts to Lift the Veil on mental health
and helping us deliver this valuable content. If you missed
our spring event, you can still sign up for our fall event,
Adults in Recovery, at dsmmagazine.com.

PRESENTING SPONSOR

Scan to register

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

®

SUSTAINING SPONSORS

Capital Crossroads | Mid-Iowa Health Foundation | NCMIC | Optimae Behavioral Health Services

- SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION -
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GIVE YOUR CAREER

A SERIOUS BOOST
DMU’s Department of Public Health offers reputable, innovative, and
fully online degree programs designed for working professionals and
emerging leaders. Faculty who are experienced teachers and experts in
their fields will guide your success throughout the program and beyond.
Our Master of Health Care Administration and Master of
Public Health programs will prepare you for your next promotion
by allowing you to immediately apply new skills that demonstrate
your abilities as a strategic leader in your organizations.

DMU.EDU
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OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE / PODIATRIC MEDICINE / PHYSICAL THERAPY / OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY / PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT / HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION / PUBLIC HEALTH / BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES / ANATOMY

DISCOVER A
LIFE OF PURPOSE.
T H I N K D E E P L Y.
E X P L O R E W I D E L Y.
Q U E S T I O N W H AT ’ S P O S S I B L E .
With the guidance of expert faculty and staff, our students craft an experience
that is as individual as they are and prepare for lives and careers that matter.

grinnell.edu
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A

rt in all its forms—music, film, literature, theater,

photography, painting and more—can provide

entertainment, give comfort and inspire joy. But works of
art also can challenge perceptions and incite change.

Activist artists seek to use their talents and creativity to
shine a light on issues they care about, blurring the line
between who they are as a creator and as a citizen.
Throughout history, artists have confronted the
prevailing political, social and cultural power structures. For
example, Upton Sinclair’s 1906 novel, “The Jungle,”
exposed the meatpacking industry’s exploitive labor
practices and unsanitary conditions; artist Jacob
Lawrence’s 60-panel painting called “The Migration Series”
portrays the turmoil Black Americans experienced moving
from the rural South to the urban North during the Great
Migration; Diego Rodriguez’s political murals throughout
Mexico in the 1920s protested the ruling class.
Today’s artists continue to challenge the status quo.
Over the past decade, Des Moines-based Jordan Weber,
for instance, has gained national acclaim for his multimedia
works, sculptures and installations focusing on social
justice issues and historical and current events.
Modern-day platforms—websites, blogs, social media
channels—give artists ways to showcase their work, make
their messages accessible, and reach more people directly
than they could in the past. On the following pages, meet
three up-and-coming 20-something artists who are
showing us new ways of seeing the world—and our place
within it.
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ART AS
ACTIVISM

THREE 20-SOMETHING
ARTISTS ARE CHALLENGING
THE STATUS QUO.

Multifaceted artist Andre Davis uses poetry
and music to speak out on social justice
issues. “The beautiful thing about art is it
can get people to stop and to look at what’s
happening around them,” he says.
Photographer: Janae Gray.
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Speaking to the messiah,
almighty provider
I’m asking about what happened
with my experience prior
my baptism by fire,
forged to be the ironsword to fight the wars for all the children of Zion
praying that I’m maintaining
a certain sense of refinement
trying to be enlightened
while also seeking alignment
—Excerpted from “Andre’s Prayer” by Andre Davis
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ANDRE DAVIS
BECOMING A MODERN-DAY WARRIOR
WRITER: CHRISTINE RICCELLI
PHOTOGRAPHER: JANAE GRAY

As a 16-year-old high school freshman in St. Louis, Andre

between God and the universe.” (To hear him perform both

Davis was roller skating with an uncle and a few friends in a

pieces at the Juneteenth concert, scan the QR code on

neighborhood parking lot when the police showed up and

page 112.) At press time, “Sacred Assassins,” a four-track

told them to leave.

EP he’s creating with local hip-hop artist and collaborator

They started walking back home, “but the police just

DK Imamu Akachi, was expected to be out this summer.

kept harassing us all [along the way]. They threw us on the
concrete and said, ‘You got guns in your skates. You got

LOOKING INWARD

drugs in your skates.’ We said, ‘No, we just came from the

Davis hopes his work helps listeners become aware of not

very place you told us to leave.’

only what’s happening around them but also inside of them.

“Seeing my uncle afraid made me afraid, and not

“Fighting doesn’t always have to be out in the streets,” he

knowing how to respond to it in the moment frustrated me.

says. “Look into yourself and really answer the question:

It didn’t sit well. … I thought, ‘Who are the folks who would

What do you align with? What are you willing to fight for?

fight for people like us?’ ”

We all have conflicts we have to face.

Davis, now 27, came to understand that he could be

“What I’m trying to encourage people with my art is:

the answer to that question, a realization that has spurred

Don’t let the problems of the world or in yourself sit there

his creativity and driven him as a hip-hop artist and poet.

until they become so big that they engulf you. Look them in

“The beautiful thing about art is it can get people to stop
and to look at what’s happening around them,” says Davis,
also a 2021 Drake University Law School graduate.

the eyes.”
That’s a lesson he learned living in an area “where
there was a lot of violence and brutality. … Growing up,
I spent a lot of time expressing myself in art, dance and

GROWING RECOGNITION

poetry. But I got into a lot of fights as well,” he says. “So at

Over the past few years, Davis has gained increasing

a young age it became clear to me that expressing myself

recognition as a multifaceted performer and artist. He

with something [positive] is important, but there’s still a

performed last year at the Riverview Music Festival and at

level of aggression there as well.”

Iowa Public Radio’s 2021 Juneteenth concert at xBk. In
2018, his first album was produced through Station 1
Records, a local nonprofit recording label.
He’s also released singles, including the powerful
“Fight On” in 2020, a response to the murder of George

His neighborhood environment and experiences led
him to develop what he calls a “warrior’s spirit. Throughout
history, warriors used swords and shields. I guess I’m a
modern-day warrior using a pen and pad and microphone.”
His other warrior tool: the law. “When I was 7,

Floyd, and “Andre’s Prayer (God Can You Hear Me),” an

I remember telling myself, ‘I’m going to be the first Black

evocative, plaintive piece he’s called “my last conversation

president and I’m going to be a lawyer,’ ” he recalls.
Continues on page 112
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HANNAH SOYER
EMPOWERING THE DISABILITY COMMUNITY
WRITER: HANNAH SOYER
PHOTOGRAPHER: MARY MATHIS

I’m in my apartment in Iowa City, blinds drawn, the only light

who felt that their bodies were outside of mainstream

coming from the spotlight my photographer friend Mary

societal ideals to come, write a phrase on their body

Mathis brought with her. Another friend has just finished

professing its worth, and have their photo taken. I quickly

writing the words “THIS BODY IS WORTHY” in marker

realized that the act of declaring an aspect of one’s body as

across various parts of my body that I am self-conscious

valuable and worthy is one that benefits every single person.

of: my back (which has a scar running from the top to the

The photos and statements that came from the community

base, and is misshapen), my chest (which is barrel-shaped),

workshops were joyful and radiant—participants presented

and my feet (which curl under). I am sitting in my power

themselves in ways that they wanted to be seen, and how

wheelchair. “Look down and to the side,” Mary says from

they wanted to see themselves.

her crouch in front of me, and pushes the shutter button on

I moved to Kansas for graduate school in 2018, and

her camera. This was the beginning of This Body is Worthy,

any time to hold more community art workshops quickly

a project of mine which would grow over the coming years.

disappeared under coursework and my teaching load. Still,

I had just finished my final year as an undergrad at the
University of Iowa. As a woman with a visible disability,

I wanted This Body is Worthy to continue, and I wanted it
to reach further audiences. I decided to make shirts and

I had spent 22 years living in a body that society had told me

then other merchandise through the website Threadless.

time and time again needed to be fixed, hidden or shoved

This Body is Worthy now sells designs exclusively from

aside. The constant presence of these beliefs—from others

disabled artists, with all proceeds going directly to

and from myself—exhausted me. I was ready to change that.

organizations led by and for disabled people, and the artist.

Seeing my own body captured in the frame of a

This building of and commitment to the disability

camera, with these words marching boldly across my skin,

community is something I dove into again with a series of

can only be described as liberating. There is a special

Zoom writing workshops I held in the summer of 2020,

power to the word worthy—it is not determined or related

specifically for creators with disabilities. I would eventually

to appearance, productivity or ability. It is an unconditional

name this series Words of Reclamation, to speak to the

term, and it is all-encompassing. Worthy of love? Yes.

power that words have in shaping our identities, our beliefs

Worthy of respect? Yes. Worthy of attention? Yes. Worthy

and our perceptions of the world (words like worthy, for

of stories that celebrate difference and health care that

example). These four workshops, held over the course of

upholds peoples’ dignity? Yes, and yes.

a week, were especially powerful given the time they were

The experience of viewing my own photos was too
powerful to keep solely to myself––with the help of Mary

held—just a few months into the COVID-19 pandemic, but
already at a juncture where the devaluing and disrespect

and a few more friends, I held my first This Body is Worthy

toward disabled life were running rampant through our

community workshop a few months later. We invited anyone

world. These workshops created a space where we could
Continues on page 112
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Through the This Body is Worthy project, Hannah
Soyer (above left) discovered that “declaring an
aspect of one’s body as valuable” not only benefits
those with disabilities but everyone. She also
started Words of Reclamation for disabled writers.
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JO ALLEN
CREATING A SAFE SPACE
PHOTOGRAPHER: ANTHONY ARROYO

Jo Allen is a nonbinary photographer who launched Jovisuals
last fall. In addition to running the photography business,
Allen organized the rally in support of transgender rights
that took place at the state Capitol in early April. Allen also
spearheaded a fellowship program for this year’s 80/35
Music Festival through which photographers ages 16-21
will have the opportunity to shoot the event and have their
work published. A 24-year-old Des Moines native who
graduated from Iowa State University in 2021 with a degree
in journalism, Allen spoke to dsm about their journey and
how they hope their photography can make a difference in
the lives of LGBTQ individuals and those in other
underrepresented communities.
What led you to start Jovisuals?
Growing up black and queer in Iowa, I didn’t see any
representation of people like me anywhere—not in the
media, not in school, not in government, not in any spaces
I existed in. If you come from an identity that isn’t white, you
just don’t see yourself. Once I left that space and recognized
the value, beauty and power in being visible, I was able to
direct my photography toward uplifting others. I work
primarily with folks in the LGBTQIA+ community, but also
with people of color and anyone with a marginalized identify.
In an essay you wrote for one of dsm’s sister
publications, the Business Record’s Fearless, you
shared your story of being diagnosed with and treated

Where are they?”
Then that idea started to sprout into something else

for stage 4 non-Hodgkin’s Burkitt lymphoma in 2016

that eventually became Jovisuals. Being on my deathbed

when you were 18. How did that experience shape the

made me realize I would never go back to suppressing who

work you do today?

I was and who I wanted to be. I kept thinking to myself, why

I actually started cultivating the idea for Jovisuals when

would you hide who you are for the rest of your life?

I was battling cancer. That life-and-death situation was the

And I decided that I was also going to make sure that

turning point for me. I was thinking, “What about other kids

people in my community are being empowered and

who have cancer or other life-changing health issues?

supported. Being transmasculine and nonbinary and queer
Continues on page 114
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Your Dream
is Our Mission

Jeremy Anania

Jeremy Anania brings over 20 years of experience, knowledge and superior customer
service to every client he works with. His prior experience as a mortgage loan ofﬁcer,
combined with his current role as a seasoned Real Estate agent and his nearly 20 years
as a Certiﬁed Residential Appraiser, offers you a unique buying and selling approach
in a way no other real estate professional in the market can. Jeremy’s no-nonsense
approach to buying and selling Real Estate will not only get you into the home of your
dreams, but he’ll get it done honestly, quickly, and as stress-free as possible.

Jeremy Anania

Uniquely qualiﬁed to help you with all your real estate needs.

Licensed to Sell Real Estate in Iowa. Each Ofﬁce is Independently Owned and Operated.

jeremy@centraliarealtor.com

•

(515) 202-4200

•

2203 Grand Ave, Des Moines, IA 50312

Andre Davis continued from page 107

“We all know how the first one
turned out,” he adds with a laugh.
Drake University recruited Davis

Scan this QR code to hear Andre
Davis perform “Andre’s Prayer” and
“Fight On” at Iowa Public Radio’s 2021
Juneteenth concert at xBk.

Learn More
This Body is Worthy:
thisbodyisworthy.com

anybody. Be true to yourself.’”
That lesson has evidently stuck.
“When I think of the long term, my
goal is essentially to live life in the

as an undergraduate. After earning

way that feels most aligned with who

a degree in law, politics and society in

I am as a person,” Davis says. “I think

2017, he decided to take a year off to

if you can get to a space where you

get to know the city better. “I wanted

go, ‘I’m not going to fight myself

to connect with people and see what

anymore. I’m just going to exist as

was really going on outside of campus,”

truthfully as I can’—I think that’s more

he says, adding he was surprised and

than enough for anybody.”

pleased to discover the local cultural
community was welcoming and

Hannah Soyer continued from page 108

collaborative, unlike the more

both mourn and create, together. The

competitive St. Louis arts scene.

art that came out of this series gave

So Davis chose to stay here to
attend Drake Law School, graduating
in 2021. His long-term goal is to open

voice to the simultaneous hurt and
love that we were feeling at this time.
To me, arts activism entails the

Words of Reclamation:
wordsofreclamation.wordpress.com

a corporate law firm that specializes

transformation of both our inner and

in helping small Black companies

outer worlds. My This Body is Worthy

Threadless:
threadless.com

structure and position their business

photos allowed me to perceive

for success in low-income areas.

differently, which then spurred a

Growing up, “I noticed that violence

movement. Words of Reclamation

From the dsm archive:
Read about other Greater Des Moines
activist artists at dsmmagazine.com.
The easiest and fastest way to find
articles in our archive is by Googling
the person’s name, enclosing it in
quotes, followed by dsm magazine.
Example: “Jordan Weber” dsm
magazine.

wouldn’t happen in areas where there

incubated disabled creatives,

were [thriving] businesses,” he says.

empowering us to value our own

With a vibrant neighborhood
business environment, people
“wouldn’t feel the need to resort to
other avenues of obtaining money or
other avenues of revenge after

nondisabled readers.
When I was at the University of

getting harassed by police officers
after a night of skating,” he adds.

a presentation to our class on what

While much of Davis’ hip-hop
work has had an activist bent, he’s

Marissa Monstera Hernandez

also created more personal pieces.

Robert Moore

demanded the attention of

Iowa, a fellow English major gave

DK Imamu Akachi

Jennifer Marguez

voices and the voices of our peers,
while also giving birth to writing that

made her invested in the humanities.
“Literature and art are what make us
feel,” she said. Of course this is true—

His 2018 EP, “Poetry Jazz Sessions,”

the power of a story or experience

includes a poignant poem in tribute

(portrayed through any medium) to

to his late grandmother. “One of the

unstop the plug in our emotions is no

Mitchell Squire

people who helped me fall in love

small thing. The ancient Greeks used

Billy Weathers

with music was my grandmother,”

katharos (today’s “catharsis”) to

Davis recalls.

describe the emotional release that

Jordan Weber
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“She was a huge Michael

happens when audiences view a

Jackson fan,” he adds. “She’d be

particularly poignant theater

sweeping the kitchen floor and

performance. But it’s more than this,

playing [Jackson’s] music. That

too: The power of art as a tool for

would always be [when] she would

change isn’t just that it makes us feel,

tell us about life. She’d always say,

but that it shakes up our perceptions

‘Live your life with purpose. Don’t be

and delivers us new ways of seeing

out here just taking anything from

our world.

Gorgeous, State-Of-The-Art Renovations
will be Completed and Unveiled Soon!

When it comes to Edgewater, you might not know ...
Our community is beautiful, our lifestyle is vibrant, and our amenities are top-notch.
Our continuum of first-rate, on-site care offers you peace of mind.
Our superb restaurants, bar and pool make it easy for you to treat yourself.
… it’s ALL within reach! Edgewater is more affordable than you think.
Independent Living and Assisted Living residences are available now.
Contact Connie at (515) 978-2982 to arrange your private tour!

Contact Connie Bever | (515) 978-2982 | cbever@wesleylife.org
Independent Living | Assisted Living | Memory Support | Short-Term Rehabilitation | Long-Term Care
9225 Cascade Avenue | West Des Moines, Iowa 50266 | DiscoverEdgewater.org

This institution is an equal
opportunity provider and employer.
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Jo Allen continued from page 110

and black and immunocompromised—
there are so many intersections of my

PLASTIC &
RECONSTRUCTIVE
SURGERY
BRYAN FOLKERS,
DO, FACOS
Schedule a consultation today:

(515) 282-8280
1801 Hickman Road, Des Moines, IA
www.broadlawns.org

identity that play a role in making me
who I am. I understand what my
community needs, which is why
I wanted to provide an affirming and
safe space for folks with marginalized
identities. (Editor’s note: Allen has
been cancer-free since 2017.)
Can you elaborate on the
importance of creating that safe
space?
It’s hard to exist in a world where you
need to be constantly aware of your
surroundings in order to stay safe.
I know that my brown skin and short
hair and masculine look puts a target
on my back. People like me have to
be careful about making choices
about the most mundane things. The

BUILD IT • S E LL IT/ BU Y IT • DES IG N IT

obstacles we encounter navigating
our daily life can make it difficult to
feel like there is a space you will ever
fit in.
In my practice as a photographer,
it is my job to ensure that I cultivate
a comfortable space for queer people
to express themselves. The photos
I provide accurately capture and
represent who they are in this world.
I’m their hype person; I’m there to
reaffirm how incredible they are.
It’s a tender space where we’re
able, on the purest level, to connect
human to human. When you strip
everything away, all of us are just
humans. And we, as humans, simply
need to understand that we must
support one another in order for
anything to get better.

■

Online Extra

For more Real Estate Visionaries, check out our dsm Dream It Do It section.
dsmmagazine.com/dsmhome-dreamitdoitguide/

RE MODE L IT • RE FRES H IT • L A NDSCA PE IT
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Go to dsmmagazine.com to view some
of Jo Allen’s photos.
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S A M M O N S F I N A N C I A L G R O U P E M P L OY E E S C E L E B R AT E T H E
COMPLETION OF THEIR WEST DES MOINES HEADQUARTERS.

SAMMONS FINANCIAL GROUP
Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?

experience. This commitment is embedded in all our programs and

A: At Sammons Financial Group, we know that working is about far

benefits. It is mission-critical in our effort to attract, retain and engage

more than the stability of a paycheck – it comes down to your personal

the best talent in financial services.

purpose. We each have a calling to make a difference in the lives of
our customers and fellow team members. And while culture can be
considered intangible, you know positive culture when you see it in
action. It drives you and can help us all perform better.

Q: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR NEW COLLEAGUES?
A: Be nimble and live your life with purpose and drive. That goes for
the company you keep, too. Sammons Financial Group has a culture
that shines based on innovation through continuous improvement, and

Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

collaboration with a common goal – every day. Our mission – Making

FROM THE REST?

Lives Better – is a good mantra to live by.

A: At Sammons Financial Group, our healthy, high-performing culture
is centered on core values of accountability, integrity, openness and
respect. We demonstrate that through a focus on the total employee

W W W. S A M M O N S F I N A N C I A L G R O U P. C O M
Sammons Financial® is the marketing name of Sammons® Financial Group, Inc. and its member companies. Sammons Financial Group is comprised of North American Company for Life and Health
Insurance®, Midland National® Life Insurance Company. Annuities and life insurance are issued by either Midland National Life Insurance Company or North American Company for Life and Health
Insurance; product guarantees are solely the responsibility of the issuing life insurance company.
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FARMERS MUTUAL HAIL
INSURANCE COMPANY
What Our Employees Are Saying
Q: WHAT MAKES YOU PROUD TO SAY YOU WORK FOR FMH?

Q: WHY WOULD YOU RECOMMEND WORKING AT FMH?

A: “As someone who comes from a farming background, I’m proud

A: “Not only does FMH offer superior benefits in the industry, but the

to work for an American-owned company that is committed to the

company also recognizes and rewards employees with employee-

livelihood of America’s farmers and the overall success of American

appreciation events such as a day at Adventureland, a company

agriculture.” – Trevor

holiday party, annual gala and much more.” – Britne

Q: IS THERE A BENEFIT FMH OFFERS THAT YOU FIND

Q: WHAT MAKES FMH CULTURE DIFFERENT FROM THE REST?

EXTRAORDINARY?

A: “I have had the pleasure of working for FMH for over 13 years now.

A: “FMH’s parental leave benefit was extremely helpful for my family. I

I believe this family business has been operating for over 125 years

was able to spend more time bonding with my baby. Also, FMH offers

because of its great culture, family-focused atmosphere and dedication

a generous hybrid schedule, which has made returning to the office

to its client, the American farmer.” – Lance

less stressful.” – Lauren

W W W. F M H .CO M/C AR E E R S
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RE/MAX CONCEPTS
Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

Q: HOW DOES A POSITIVE CULTURE AFFECT YOUR

FROM THE REST?

BOTTOM LINE?

A: We are truly invested in each other both professionally and

A: The unique thing about Concepts is that we’ve flipped our priorities:

personally. We are always there for each other when the day gets busy

Culture outweighs the bottom line. Obviously being a successful

or we need help on a project, but it’s also the little personal check-ins

company is important, but it isn’t what drives us. We focus on

— whether about family or life in general — that mean the most! RE/

supporting our people — personally and professionally — which I think

MAX Concepts is truly a family! Working at RE/MAX Concepts is not

naturally leads to success.

just a job for me, it is part of who I am!

Q: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR OTHERS WHO WANT

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?

TO IMPROVE CULTURE?

A: Employees are more willing to go above and beyond and want to

A: Ask questions of your staff and really listen to the answers.

do their best if there’s positive workplace culture. They will feel more

Sometimes what your staff cares about most is something you might

appreciated and feel like their voice matters.

not expect. When making company decisions, always put yourself in
the shoes of your employees and think about how those decisions will
impact them.

W W W. R E A L E S TAT E C O N C E P T S . N E T
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( L-R ) : K AILE Y GIER, LINDSE Y TEDROW, Z ACH DAVIS, MICHELE RINEHART

DLL
Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

Q: WHY IS YOUR ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO DIVERSITY,

FROM THE REST?

EQUITY AND INCLUSION?

A: DLL is a global company, where employees are called “members.”

A: Diversity, equity and inclusion benefits our organization and the

While the word can be defined in many ways, at DLL it comes down to

community at large. One of our executive leaders recently spoke about

a simple idea. We don’t just work for DLL – we are part of a community

the importance of understanding others’ perspectives. Inclusion makes

that cares deeply about each other’s well-being.

us better when we are open to the thoughts and ideas of others.

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?

Q: HOW DOES YOUR DEDICATION TO DEI ALLOW YOU TO

A: Having a strong workplace culture helps to attract and retain the top

BETTER SERVE YOUR CLIENTS?

talent for your organization. It’s becoming more important to people to

A: We live in a diverse world, which means our partners and customers

work for a company that shares their same values. At DLL, we foster a

are diverse. If we really want to understand our customers, our

culture that promotes partnership as well as a commitment to growth

members should reflect our customers. By understanding their needs,

and development.

we are able to bring true value to them as a partner.

W W W. D L L G R O U P. C O M
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( L - R ) : L I Z C O O N E Y, D I R E C T O R O F T R A I N I N G ,
ROWENA CROSBIE, PRESIDENT

TERO INTERNATIONAL
Q: HOW CAN TERO HELP BUSINESSES IMPROVE

more important. New leadership skills are needed. When an

WORKPLACE CULTURE?

organization’s culture is thriving, people, performance and

A: Culture is all about the people. At Tero International, we specialize

productivity thrive as a result.

in developing interpersonal skills. These skills include learning
appreciation of valuable differences in team members, effective
listening skills, and deepening self-awareness. A positive culture
requires intentional effort at all levels. Tero coaches and delivers
customized training to meet both individual and organizational
workplace culture needs.

Q: HOW DOES A POSITIVE CULTURE AFFECT YOUR
BOTTOM LINE?
A: Research shows that a majority of employees are experiencing
some form of disengagement at work. This results in higher turnover,
lower productivity and the disengaged employees spreading
unhappiness to colleagues. Acquiring skills to navigate difficult

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?

conversations, cultivate safe environments and facilitate the growth

A: Fostering an engaging and positive workplace culture is especially

of others contributes to the organization’s bottom line by increasing

difficult today as organizations wrestle with the challenges of remote

productivity and reducing turnover.

and hybrid teams. An intentional focus on culture has never been

W W W.T E R O . CO M
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FRONT: VANESSA CALDERON, ASHLE Y SACKPR ASEUTH
B A C K : K A I D W A LT E R S , D A V I D S TA R K , A N G E L A M I C K E N S , K E L LY B R E F F L E

UNITYPOINT HEALTH’S FOCUS ON CULTURE
Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

Q: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR OTHERS WHO WANT

FROM THE REST?

TO IMPROVE CULTURE?

A: Our FOCUS values – Fostering Unity, Owning the Moment,

A: Incorporating our values didn’t happen overnight. This work takes

Championing Excellence and Seizing Opportunities – are more than

time and a strong commitment not just from leadership but from those

just “words on a wall.” They are how team members approach their

on the front lines. In addition, creating opportunities for team members

work each day. Our FOCUS values are in all we do, from caring for

to get involved and recognize one another is key. It builds morale and

patients and families to working with each other or partnering with

creates a greater sense of community and loyalty to your organization.

others in our community.
Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?
A: Workplace culture is vital in health care as we are caring for patients
and their families, often in their greatest time of need. Our teams
working together with trust, respect and compassion for each other
results in better care and outcomes for our patients.

W W W. U N I T Y P O I N T. O R G
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L-R : ROHAN BR AHMAROUTHU, DYL AN L AMPE , MEDISA BRKIC,
S A L E N A B E H R E N S , J U S T I N B R T E K , C AT H E R I N E J A M E S , O L I V I A L E H M A N

F&G
Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT?

Q: WHAT UNUSUAL BENEFITS DO YOU PROVIDE?

A: F&G’s four cultural values - collaborative, authentic, dynamic and

A: At F&G, we offer comprehensive compensation, lifestyle, health and

empowered – are at the heart of everything we do for our customers,

wellbeing, and professional development benefits. We proudly offer

team members, partners and communities. This means that we believe

benefits like 401(k) match with immediate vesting; front loaded PTO

in the power of partnerships, encourage innovation and creativity, and

and 11 paid holidays; Flex Fridays; Volunteer Time Off; a Matching

enable every person to make an impact by promoting accountability,

Gift Program; wellness reimbursement; professional development

trust and inclusiveness. We’re proud that our team members and

opportunities; multiple in-office amenities at our 801 Grand

leadership truly live out these values each day.

headquarters; and so much more. We’re also focused on providing

Q: WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU HAVE FOR OTHERS WHO WANT

hybrid, flexibility-first work arrangements for our team.

TO IMPROVE CULTURE?

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?

A: Listen to your employees when building your culture. In 2017, a group

A: The right workplace culture can drive retention and employee

of team members asked, “Can we work on the culture?” and leadership

engagement, meaning people join for the opportunity or compensation

let them lead the way. We often hear members of the business

and benefits, but stay because the company maintains a culture people

community acknowledge that F&G’s company culture precedes us.

want to be a part of. The right workplace culture can also attract talent,

Our team members are overheard in elevators being kind to strangers

elevate productivity and performance, foster happiness and well-being,

or sharing why it’s great to work here. This authentic word-of-mouth

and strengthen the sense of community among employees.

representation is exactly why employees should have a voice in
defining a company’s core values.

W W W. FG LI F E .CO M
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MARY HUNTER, CEO AND PRESIDENT

IMT INSURANCE
COMMITMENT TO SUCCESS
Since 1884, IMT Insurance has been helping make people whole

GOODWILL OF
CENTRAL IOWA

again after a loss. That is the very essence of our being, and one

Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

we believe we do well.

FROM THE REST?
A: Our employees have an opportunity to be a part of something

MUTUALLY BENEFITTING CULTURE

bigger, to work for a purpose and make an impact on the people

IMT takes pride in the culture within our walls. As a Midwest

they encounter every day. Goodwill is a social enterprise – the sale

regional mutual company, the relationships we build are key to

of donated goods in our retail stores helps fund programs to prepare

business success and employee satisfaction. IMT strives to be

individuals for the workplace and help them acquire and maintain

the company of choice, providing extraordinary, equitable, and

employment. Our employees, program participants, donors and

worry-free experiences for a diverse group of agents, customers,

customers all come to us with different abilities, backgrounds and

and employees.

barriers to employment. We value and expect love, kindness and

COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP

respect for all people we work alongside and serve.

IMT is built on deep roots and relationships in our communities.

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?

We believe IMT can and should have a positive impact through

A: We want to ensure it’s a place where people want to be and

charitable and volunteer support.

want to return to each day. We believe that when employees feel

With more than 300 employees and 950+ independent
insurance agency locations, IMT offers a strong line of personal

genuinely cared for and recognized, they will in turn share genuine
care for their work, co-workers and customers.

and commercial insurance products supported by exceptional
customer service. Together, we continue living up to our slogan,
“Be Worry Free!”

W W W. I MTI N S .CO M
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AMERICAN EQUITY
Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?
A: Our strength lies in each other. It’s about cultivating a culture
where new experiences are heard and integrated – fueling a
workplace of growth and belonging that allows us to thrive
together, now and in the future.

MY WORKPL ACE
I
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Optimae’s Raccoon Forks supported employment team lives retro in the metro at
their antique store located just west of the Capitol Complex parking ramp.

OPTIMAE
LIFESERVICES
Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

Q: HOW ARE DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION

FROM THE REST?

SHOWCASED IN YOUR EVERYDAY CULTURE?

A: At Optimae, we’re about building relationships. Our employees

A: To support the diverse needs of our ever-growing team, we

are dedicated to helping those we serve make progress toward

offer robust benefits and experiences – including our onboarding

their health care goals and make their world a better place. We find

process that kick-starts a new hire’s sense of belonging and

fulfillment by working “At your side. On your side.” — a promise we

encouragement. This foundation fuels a workplace of motivation,

make each and every day as we interact with our customers and our

innovation and teamwork.

colleagues. Our employees recommend Optimae to others because

Q: WHY IS YOUR ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO DIVERSITY,
EQUITY AND INCLUSION?

there’s no other place like it. Choice, respect, teamwork and
education aren’t just our core values; for us, they’re a way of life.

A: We believe we can build a better community by working

Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF YOUR WORKDAY?

together. That’s why we serve and empower individuals in

A: What drives our employees daily is supporting people and

our workplace and our communities through our AE CARES

supporting teams of people who want to do that for others — it’s

community giving program. Through philanthropy, Volunteer

what makes us tick.

Time Off and volunteer opportunities, we can do our part to
help inspire an equitable future.

W W W. A M E R I C A N - E Q U I T Y. C O M
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( L- R ) : L AC E Y B R O W N , L U K E ,
S H E R RY D I C K E R S O N , J E N P E T E R S E N

STYLIN PAWS

EMC INSURANCE
COMPANIES

Stylin Paws Salon & Day Stay • Stylin Paws Salon & Boutique
Stylin Paws Play Place • Frothy Paws Cafe & Doghouse

Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT

Q: WHAT MAKES YOUR WORKPLACE CULTURE DIFFERENT?

FROM THE REST?

A: I never like to think that we are better than any other business.

A: Our people are at the forefront of every decision we make.

Instead, my objective as a business owner is to learn from

At EMC, we make sure team members are able to take care

things I’ve observed and take ideas that I believe are good and

of themselves—both inside the office and out. We invest in our

incorporate them into our operations.

people by providing exceptional benefits, such as competitive PTO
offerings, a pension plan and flexible work arrangements. In fact,
in a recent team member survey, 95% of respondents said they
believe our flexible work arrangement policy helps improve our
team members’ lives.

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?
A: A positive workplace culture raises morale and enhances
retention of your workforce. This all equates to a positive vibe
within the business, which further equates to a positive experience
for the clients.

Q: WHY IS WORKPLACE CULTURE IMPORTANT?
A: When you think about building a company where team
members feel engaged, motivated and excited to stick around,
there’s one word you hear again and again: culture. And for good
reason. The vibe of our organization has a huge impact on team
members’ happiness and our overall success. We’re committed
to a culture where all team members feel valued, respected and
empowered to bring their most authentic selves to work.

e m c i n s . co m

Q: HOW DOES A POSITIVE CULTURE AFFECT YOUR
BOTTOM LINE?
A: Culture is everything. Success comes with a positive work
environment, which in turn creates an exceptional customer
experience. A negative work environment will be on display to your
customers, and if it is not visually, it will eventually come through in
action by an employee.

W W W. S T Y L I N PAWS SA LO N .CO M
W W W. F R OT H Y- PAWS .CO M

We’re the

SMART INDUSTRIAL
company built on the

SERVICE OF PEOPLE.

Learn more at Deere.com/Careers

Buffy Jamison

Tony Khuth

Tyshawn Wilson

Sanjita Pradhan

Bick Carfrae, M.D.

Tim Hickman

Dawn Martinez Oropeza

Rich Salas

Dwight Jackson

Ellen Yee

Madison Ray

Penny Furgerson

Diversity, equity and inclusion are critical to a thriving
community—it means better arts and culture, food and dining,
talent attraction and retention, and so much more.
That’s why it’s a top priority for us at dsm magazine and for so many
of our community’s leaders. Thank you to the following companies
who are paving the way for a more inclusive community.

Inclusion Leaders Silver

Inclusion Leaders Bronze

Inclusion Advocates

Des Moines Foundation

INCLUSION

CHEERS
TO 20 YEARS!
WINEFEST DES MOINES

WE ARE CELEBRATING OUR 20TH ANNIVERSARY ALL YEAR LONG!
SAVE THE DATES FOR THESE SIGNATURE EVENTS
SAMMONS FINANCIAL GROUP SIPS & THE CITY

UPGRADE TO THE VIP LOUNGE

Friday, September 23 // 6 – 9 pm
Cowles Commons and Capital Square // $45, $55 at the door
Don’t miss the best party of the summer with sips of hundreds of
worldly wines and tastes from Des Moines’ coolest restaurants.

Upgrade your tickets to the VIP Lounge at Sips and the City and the
Farm Bureau Wealth Management Lounge at the Holmes Murphy Grand
Tasting for an additional $50. VIPs get access to the festival one hour
early and will be treated to specialty wines, passed hors d’oeuvres and
valet parking.

HOLMES MURPHY GRAND TASTING
Saturday, September 24 // 6 – 9 pm
Cowles Commons and Capital Square // $75
The week culminates with high-end wines, hearty hors d’oeuvres from
Des Moines’ top restaurants and the Splash Raw & Bubbly Bar complete
with champagne and caviar.

PRESENTED BY KEMIN AND WILLIS

PLUS, JOIN US FOR OTHER EVENTS THROUGHOUT THE
SUMMER AND FALL:
•
•
•
•
•

August 28th – Green State Iowa Lawn Party
October 5th – Art of Wine Dinner presented by BrownWinick
November 9th – 13th – Anniversary Trip to Napa and Sonoma!
Date TBA – Iowa Pork + Pinot
Plus Wine Flights presented by Bank of America and MORE

SAVE THE DATES FOR

WINEFEST 2022
A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR SPONSORS. OUR FESTIVAL
WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE WITHOUT YOUR SUPPORT.

IN-KIND SPONSORS

*All sponsors listed confirmed as of May 5, 2022. For a current listing please visit our website!

Please visit WWW.WINEFESTDESMOINES.COM for more information

INCLUSION
Discover Diverse Des Moines
Thank you for joining us for our 2nd Annual
Discover Diverse Des Moines Event!

Abena Imhotep

Jen Carruthers

Tej Dhawan

Michael Egel

Kate Hightshoe

Tiffany Johnson

Tar Macias

Daniel Van Sant

We learned a lot from our panelists, and we hope you did too! Special thanks to our Supporting
Sponsor, John Deere, for their continued support. We’d also like to thank our Sustaining Sponsors:
American Equity, DLL, EMC, IMT, Community State Bank and Tero International.

We hope to see you again next year!
Supporting Sponsor

Sustaining Sponsors

Corporate Sponsor: Nationwide

rsvp

Kristi Knous, president of the Community Foundation of Greater
Des Moines, speaks to the crowd at the foundation’s annual
Celebration Luncheon. Find more photos on the next page.

How to Submit Party Photos
Want your event pics in dsm? You’ll find submission details on our website, dsmmagazine.com. But remember, we need
your accurate input. For example, please make sure to provide the proper spellings of the names of all the people pictured.
And please provide a phone number and an email address of a contact person.
Please note that by uploading/submitting photos, you are acknowledging you own the photo rights and grant Business Publications Corporation Inc.
the right to publish the photos in its print and online publications.
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RSVP

Kristi Knous, Billy Weathers

Joe Gonzalez, Rob Denson

Ahmed Agyeman, Joy Esposito, Margaret Wright

Scott Harrington, Bob Riley, Mary O’Keefe

CELEBRATION LUNCHEON AND
REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY
Host: Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines
Date: May 2
Venue: Community Choice Convention Center Ballroom
Main Attraction: A crowd of over 750 people gathered for the Celebration
Luncheon, where the foundation announced a $45 million gift from the estate of
Harriet and Locke Macomber that will benefit eight local organizations. The
event also included performances by Dueling Fiddles, Son Peruchos and B.Well
Foundation founder Billy Weathers. Plus, artist Jimmy Navarro created a live
painting of Des Moines.
Photography: Betsy De Glopper; Addie Olson
Maria Alonzo-Diaz, Zuleyma Mendez
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RSVP

Ale Vidal Soler, Katie Holtzworth, Linda Flynn, Bianca Rowland, Deniz Franke

Sarabeth Anderson, Heather Wince, Maria LaFrance

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S
Host: Oakridge Neighborhood
Date: April 24
Venue: The Tea Room
Main Attraction: Guests donned their finest feathers
and pearls to enjoy brunch and a fashion show, which
featured models from Oak Academy Early Learning
and Preschool wearing the latest from Jane’s Family
Shop and Aimée. Other highlights: a Tiffany & Co.
raffle and Mark Prichard on the piano.
Photography: Christopher Maharry
Hal Wilson, Faith Elder

Margo Nahas, Marcia Wanamaker
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Teree Caldwell-Johnson

Molly Lopez, Kathryn Kunert

Project by Grand Homes & Renovations
featuring 7” Engineered White Oak

BARNUM FLOORS

9460 Swanson Blvd | Des Moines, IA 50325 | www.barnumfloors.com | 515-270-2211

D ISTILLED A TOTAL O F 10 TIMES ,
TRIPLE FILTERED, AND BOT TLED AT 82 PROOF,
THIS ARTISANAL VO D K A HAS A CLE AN CRISP,
AND FRES H TASTE. MADE AT B UFFALO TR ACE
D ISTILLERY AND CR AF TED IN S MALL BATC HES ,
WH E ATLE Y O FFERS A DELICATE AND
BAL ANCED FL AVO R PRO FILE.
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Jackie Schmillen, Renee Hardman, Sydney Moore

Allison Voshell, Lisa Stevens, Kelsey Seay, Erin Opar, Felicia Coe, Jeremy Sievers

Jenna and Izaah Knox

Maria and Dave Volante

YWRC GALA
Organization: Young Women’s Resource Center
Date: April 9
Venue: The Ron Pearson Center
Main Attraction: More than 450 people attended this year’s annual fundraiser,
where they enjoyed a three-course meal, silent auction, wine pull, raffle and live
auction. During the program, Renee Hardman and Sydney Moore received the
2022 Louise Rosenfield Noun Visionary Award and the 2022 Louise Rosenfield
Noun Impact Award, respectively. Cirque Wonderland performers also wowed
guests with their aerial silk performances.
Bottom Line: $138,000 raised to support local girls and young women.
Photography: Eric J. Salmon Photography; Julianne Gregory Photography
Tom Nucaro, Teresa Choi
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The

of

BUILDING
Communit
Community
Save

Borrow

Invest

Insure

Trust

Dupaco.com

WHAT IF YOUR LEGACY
TRANSFORMED A COMMUNITY?
“Rick and I don’t have children to continue our legacy. As we were
retiring, the Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines helped
us direct our giving to preserving the arts for future generations.
I hope we’ll be remembered for just how much we love this
community.”
- Tracy Lewis

We make your vision for your legacy a reality.
No matter your passion, purpose, or place, the
Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines can
help as you approach and plan for major milestones.

Live. Give. Better Together.
desmoinesfoundation.org | 515.883.2626
1915 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309

Tracy Lewis & Rick Gubbels
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RSVP

Milan Moses, JJ Moses, Scott Helverson

Anthony Borich, Helen Eubanks, Mary Hunter

Ray Cole, Bill Knapp

Jasmine Wong, Tim Olejniczak

AN ALL-STAR EVENING
Organization: The Robert D. and Billie Ray Center and Character Counts
Date: April 22
Venue: The Ron Pearson Center
Main Attraction: Bill Knapp was honored with the 2022 Robert D. and Billie
Ray Pillar of Character Award at this year’s annual fundraiser event for the Ray
Center. The center houses the Character Counts initiative, which aims to
strengthen communities through character development and ethical
leadership.
Photography: Christopher Maharry

Marty Martin
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THE SIGNATURE
FUNDRAISER
BENEFITING
OAKRIDGE
NEIGHBORHOOD

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
WILLOW ON GRAND, DES MOINES

Get tickets today at
https://bidpal.net/jjj2022

2022-2023 SUBSCRIPTIONS ON SALE TODAY!
VISIT DMSYMPHONY.ORG

Need to simplify your
card processing?
Get award-winning local support
to handle it for you.
We’ll keep you up and running with the right products
for your needs and day in, day out support.
Want to learn more? Let’s visit.

ERIC YOERGER - Merchant Services Sales Representative
515-473-6089 EYoerger@greatsouthernbank.com

GreatSouthernBank.com/business

Rated a Forbes World’s Best Bank by our customers for 3 years running. Thank you.
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Mary Rima, Tom Mattingly, Aaron Kaczmarek, Blaire and Brian Massa

Tej and Karen Dhawan

UNEXPECTED CELLAR EVENT
Host: Winefest Des Moines
Date: April 23
Venue: Patty and Jim Cownie Cultural Center
Main Attraction: Attendees were led to a hidden speakeasy
(only after giving the secret password) where colorful
displays enhanced the playful ambiance of this wine tasting
event. While sampling the hors d’oeuvres, guests could
play giant chess in the middle of Central Park, stroll under a
rainbow or admire the trees miraculously growing inside.
Photography: Christopher Maharry
Nikki and Jay Syverson, Susan Hatten

Kirk and Cathy Besh
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Lisa-Marie and Simon Wright

Liz Lidgett and Nick Renkoski

It’s been 30 years since our last renovation!

Learn more at:
TimelessValuesCampaign.org
For specific advice about the effect of any charitable gift on your tax or
financial situation, please consult a qualified professional advisor.

dsm

Now that’s a bacon cheeseburger.

CULTURECAST

Tune In
Check out dsm’s CultureCast videos for
lively coverage of local artists, restaurants
and cultural organizations. Find the series at

dsmmagazine.com/culturecast
Des Moines • Ames • Ankeny • Altoona •
Urbandale • West Des Moines • Waukee
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Maria Corona, Teresa Zilk, Dawn Martinez Oropeza

Mike Swesey, Abena Sankofa Imhotep, Daniel Van Sant

DISCOVER DIVERSE DES MOINES
Host: dsm magazine
Date: May 17
Venue: Des Moines Heritage Center
Main Attraction: Abena Sankofa Imhotep moderated a talk-show-style
panel where seven community leaders—Michael Egel, Jen Carruthers,
Tej Dhawan, Kate Hightshoe, Tiffany Johnson, Tar Macias and Daniel
Van Sant—shared their favorite places to experience our city’s rich
diversity, including restaurants, parks, cultural spots and more. Bonus:
The dynamic Isiserettes performed for the crowd of about 250 people.
Photography: Duane Tinkey
Michael Egel, Tiffany Johnson

Joseph Jones
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Stacy and Christopher McDonald

Kate Hightshoe

Tar Macias, Claudia Schabel

SEE IT IN KANSAS CITY THIS SUMMER
Opens July 9
4549 Delaware Ave
Des Moines, IA
515-265-8161
www.lintvanlines.com

4525 Oak Street, Kansas City, MO 64111 | nelson-atkins.org
Organized by The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art and Joslyn Art Museum, Omaha, Nebraska.
Thurman Rotan (American, 1903–1991). Skyscrapers, 1932. Gelatin silver print, 7 11/16” × 9 13/16”
The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, MO. Gift of Hallmark Cards, Inc., 2005.27.4331.

In partnership with the Iowa
Department of Cultural Affairs

Subscribe today!
iapublication.com/newletters

A TWICEMONTHLY NEWSLETTER
From river to river, Iowa is stunningly beautiful,
unexpectedly cool, and refreshingly modern.
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SAVE THE DATE!

RESTAURANT

WEEK2022
AUGUST 19-28, 2022
Celebrate the 15th annual dsm Restaurant Week
and support local restaurants with us.

Visit DSMRESTAURANTWEEK.COM for complete details.
PRESENTED BY

SUPPORTING SPONSOR

SUSTAINING SPONSORS

Iowa Beef
Southern Glazers

index

advertisers

2AU 133

EMC 125

Motley School Tavern 79

Alba Restaurant 81

Farmers Mutual Hail 117

Mulberry Street Tavern 81

Allspice Culinarium 80

Fidelity & Guaranty Life Business
Services, Inc. 122

Nebraska Tourism 61

American Equity Investment Life
Insurance Company 124
Aposto, LLC 79

Finley Law Firm 55

Oakridge Neighborhood Services 139
Optimae Life Services 124

Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse &
Wine Bar 81

Panka 79
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Port of Des Moines LLC 51

Goodwill of Central Iowa 123

Proudfoot & Bird 79

Grand Homes & Renovations 147

Range Grill & Golf 81
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Great Southern Bank 139

Rebuilding Together 83

Greater Des Moines Convention &
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Royal Flooring & Paints 33
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GreenState Credit Union 93
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Homemakers 84-85
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Honey Creek Resort 18
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Iowa Beef 69
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Tassel Ridge Winery 3

Des Moines Symphony 139

John Deere 126

Tero International, Inc. 120
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The Elements 97
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DLL Financial Solutions 119

Koch & Carlisle Plastic Surgery
& Spa 17

UnityPoint Health - Des Moines 121

Des Moines Art Center 83
Des Moines Embassy Club 99
Des Moines Marriott Mash + Marrow 81
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Lint United Van Lines 143
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Vogue Vision 141
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Woodard Hearing Centers 15
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UNTIL
RSVP
NEXT TIME

DANA
WINGERT

ALE
VIDAL
SOLER

LORETTA
SIEMAN
GRANT
FERGUSON

ANABEL
HERRERA

JONNELL
MARION
ERNIE
BACCAM

JEAN
DIAZ

JUSTIN
ESTES

DAVID
ROBBINS
LIVVY
SU

ASHLEY
DEJONG

BRENDA
ROBBINS

JOE
CRIMMINGS
JAY
VIGON

MARGO
NAHAS

DSM MAGAZINE
MAY/JUNE
AND
INCLUSION
UNVEILING
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BRENDA
GARCIA

DANIEL
JOINER
ROWAN
DEJONG

COURTNEY
GREENE

Prairie Natural Meats & Seafood sure knows how to throw a great
party. More than 300 people gathered May 3 at the West Des Moines
company to celebrate the May/June issue as well as our annual
edition of Inclusion magazine. The outstanding food and wine, lively
music and fun vibe kept guests going long after the event’s official
ending time. Thank you to all who joined us!

Kim Iiams, Cassandra Haller, Mindy Selix, Yvonne Silvers, Kim Downing-Manning, Olga Dobbins-Oliver, Phyllis Fevold, Lori Slings, Mike Dupont

THE DIFFERENCE IS

LOCAL.
Your home is likely your biggest investment. So why trust such an important decision to a website
or someone on the phone who’s a thousand miles away? Bankers Trust understands you want
the process to run smoothly and to have an expert assist you along the way. Our mortgage
professionals are experienced, local and with you every step of the way. We offer several mortgage
products which will be serviced locally by Bankers Trust, including a 30-year fixed at competitive
rates up to 90% loan to value without mortgage insurance.

We know your purchase is important to you. It’s important to us too.
Kim Iiams
Ames, IA
(515) 232-3425
NMLS ID#: 571186

Cassandra Haller
Clive, IA
(515) 222-2001
NMLS ID#: 681625

Olga Dobbins-Oliver
West Des Moines, IA
(515) 222-2009
NMLS ID#: 571175

Mindy Selix
Ankeny, IA
(515) 222-2017
NMLS ID#: 571223

Phyllis Fevold
Ames, IA
(515) 598-4323
NMLS ID#: 406020

Yvonne Silvers
Ankeny, IA
(515) 222-2005
NMLS ID#: 571224

Lori Slings
Altoona, IA
(515) 245-5624
NMLS ID#: 406021

Kim Downing-Manning
West Des Moines, IA
(515) 222-2013
NMLS ID#: 571176

Mike Dupont
Cedar Rapids, IA
(319) 896-7783
NMLS ID#: 400168

BANKING | LENDING | WEALTH MANAGEMENT

BankersTrust.com | (800) 362-1688

